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SUMMARY

Mulken, A.C.M. van; Breadboard test-software en modellerinq van
een HERMES robot-arm pols-gewricht. Afstudeerverslag, vakgroep ER,
Technische Universiteit Eindhoven, Aug. 1988.

Hamilton Standard Stork bv. (HSS) en Stork Product Engineering
hebben een zgn. breadboard model voor een pols-gewricht van de
HERA ontwikkeld. Dit breadboard model bevat onder meer een DC
motor, motor stuur-electronica en een reductie-tandwielkast. HSS
heeft verder nog de zgn. "electronic Unit Checkout Equipment"
(UCE) ontwikkeld, nodig voor het uitvoeren van testen. Het doel
van dit breadboard model is het schatten van de parameters van de
reductie-tandwielkast, alsmede het testen van de doelmatigheid van
de stuur-electronica.

Hieruit
gewenste

Het, in
II

III

dit verslag gepresenteerde, werk betreft twee aspecten
de software voor de UCE, benodigd voor het uitvoeren van
de tests,
niet-lineare modellering van het breadboard en simulaties
voor snelheids- en positie-terugkoppeling.
werd geconcludeerd dat, gedurende verandering van de
positie, stictie voor de meeste problemen zorgt.

The work
II
III

Mulken, A.C.M. van; Breadboard test-software and wrist joint
modelling for HERMES robot-arm. Final thesis, Measurement and
Control Section ER, Eindhoven University of Technology, Aug. 1988.

Hamilton Standard Stork bv. (HSS) and Stork Product Engineering
have developed a so-called breadboard model for a HERA wrist
joint. This breadboard model includes a DC-motor, motor-drive
electronics and a gearbox. Furthermore, HSS developed the electro
nic Unit Checkout Equipment (UCE) necessary for the breadboard
tests. The purpose of these tests is the estimation of gearbox
parameters, as well as performance verification of the motor
drive-electronics.

presented in this thesis copes with two aspects :
the software for the UCE, in order to perform the tests,
non-linear modelling of the breadboard and simulations
for velocity and position feedback.

For these simulations it was concluded that stiction caused the
most difficulties for control at setpoint-changes.
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1 INTRODUCTION

As the culmination of my study for electrotechnical engineer at
the Eindhoven University of technology. a thesis is being carried
out. This thesis has been performed in the period from November
1987 upto and including August 1988 at Hamilton Standard Stork
b. v. (HSS).

1.1 HAMILTON STANDARD STORK BV

Hamilton Standard Stork b.v. (HSS) was established in 1981 as a
joint venture between the Hamilton Standard Stork Division of
United Technologies Corporation (HSD). Windsor Locks. Connecticut.
USA and the "Verenigde Machine Fabrieken" (VMF}-Stork nv, a well
known Dutch industrial manufacturing company.

HSS started as an overhaul and repair center for high technology
F100 engine fuel system accessories. Subsequent expansion included
additional capabilities for repair and overhaul of commercial and
military aircraft components and engine accessories such as engine
controls. propellers. electronic components and auxiliary power
units (APU's).

1.2 SPACE DEPARTMENT AND THESIS BACKGROUND

Looking for new fields of interest. early 1986 HSS quoted for the
development of the electronics for the ESA project HERA (HErmes
Robot Arm). HERA involves the design and manufacturing of the
robot arm for the European version of the Space Shuttle. HERMES.
The main contractor for construction of this arm is Fokker Space &
Systems BV. Writing this quote was the start of HSS' Space ac
tivities. The quote was received positive and HSS bv was selected
as one of the possible subcontractors for this item.

During 1986 and the beginning of 1987. HSS performed a feasibility
study on the HERA joint actuator control unit. thereby focussing
on the joint actuator control unit requirement specification and
the predesign study. This predesign study. for the Electrical
SUbSystem of the Manipulator Wrist System (MWS-ESS). indicated a
number of critical items. forming part of the predesign concept.
It was noted that a number of these items required careful in
depth study. in order to refine the preliminary design and to
reduce the technological/technical risks of the MWS concept.

Parallel to this activity, Stork Product Engineering (SPE)
identified a number of critical mechanical components forming part
of the overall MWS. A combined proposal was written by SPE and HSS
in order to acquire the required level of experience by means of
design and development of several critical items of the MWS. This
in order to respond to requests for proposal/quotations, with
respect to MWS design and development. successfully. As a result
of this proposal effort, a study was initiated in the third
quarter of 1987. focussing on three main activities:

the design. development and test of the Motor Drive Electronics
(MDE) for stimulation of a brushless DC-motor.
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the selection of type of gearbox to be used, gearbox parameters
refinement and lubrication trade-offs,
the design and development of a so-called actuator breadboard
model, which is to include the gearbox, brushless DC-motor and
MDE as a minimum. The overall description of the actuator
breadboard model will be discussed in chapter 2 of this report.
This breadboard model will have to endure functional tests as
well as performance tests in a, by FSS provided, vacuum environ
ment. Results of these tests will be used for model verification
and may give rise to adjustments in the original design of MDE
and gearbox. The tests will be performed by August/September
1988.

1.3 THESIS ASSIGNMENT

The assignment is focussed on the actuator breadboard model. To be
able to execute the tests within a reasonable amount of time and
to keep the quantity of data, that will be produced, manageable,
the proceeding of a test has to be automatic. In order to do so,
dedicated software has to be written, to be implemented on a PC.
For this at first test-specifications have to be determined,
resulting in the software functional requirements. The preliminary
functions of the test-software are :

interactive communication with the operator determining what and
how the tests have to be done,
setup the complete test-sequence (initialize breadboard inter
faces),
communication with and control of the breadboard parts, respon
sible for the steering of the brushless DC-motor (a microproces
sor) and collecting of the resulting measurement-data,

- reading the resulting data, being stored outside the PC. into
the PC and process this data to be presentable on the screen,
printer and/or plotter.

Defining, designing and implementation of this software was one of
the major parts of the assignment. All activities regarding this
will be discussed in chapter 3 of this report.

The second part of the assignment
modelling and implementation of a
breadboard is a hardware model). This
purposes :

in order to d~sign the algorithm, resident in the microprocessor
and necessary to control the brushless DC-motor, information is
required concerning the behavior of the system, containing the
MDE, motor, gearbox, sensors and payload. From this, design
parameters can be defined such as sample-frequency, required
number of processors, parameter ranges etc.
the breadboard tests include several tests concerning velocity
versus load-torque tests for parameter-estimation. For these
quasi-stationary tests, velocity feedback-gains have to be
determined to keep the velocity at a given value for different
load-torques.
in first instance a position-control algorithm was to be tested
with the breadboard, making part of the microprocessor software.
This in order to stand a good change for further proposal
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rounds. For this a rudimentary position-control algorithm had to
be designed.

For these reasons the modelling of a wrist joint and the partial
design of a control-algorithm has been done. The accomplished
activities concerning this will be discussed in chapter 4 of this
report.
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2 ACTUATOR BREADBOARD MODEL

2.1 THE BREADBOARD BLOCK-DIAGRAM

A block-diagram of the breadboard model can be found in figure
2.1.1. In this, 4 major parts can be distinguished

The vacuum chamber, containing all the parts that will be tested
(MOE, gearbox and DC-motor).
The Motor Drive Control Function Electronics (MOCFE), containing
electronics to encode and store the measurement data. During a
test it also passes data to the MOE and MCE and is used as an
interface between the two.
The Microprocessor Control Electronics (MCE), containing a
control-algorithm to control the motor-gearbox combination, by
driving the MDE.
The Personal Computer (PC), used to setup the test-sequence by
initialization of the MCE and MDCFE, to control the execution of
a test and to process the measurement data after a test.

- -- ---- --- --- -- -- ---- ---- ------ --- --- -- -- -- --- -- ------.

Not Registered Copy
For Inlormation Only

~,. DI'A_I_ IS ,.,.. oo..""l~ ~T"f
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Figure 2.1.1 Block-diagram of the actuator breadboard model

A complete description of the contents and functions of these
blocks can be found in reference [1], while a short description is
presented below.

The vacuum chamber consist of the following parts:
The MDE; to obtain good efficiency, the motor will be
a Pulse Width Modulator (PWM). This PWM will act as
source, controlled by the MDE. This way the electrical

driven by
a current
torque of
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the motor is independent of the back-emf and the motor im
pedance. The MDE also handles the motor-commutation. for which
it gets the actual motor-shaft position either from the Hall
sensors. either from the MDCFE.
The brushless DC-motor. the chosen motor to drive the breadboard
model.
A planetary gear. the first stage of the gearbox. having a gear
ratio of 4:1.
A harmonic drive. the second stage of the gearbox. having a
gear-ratio of 100:1.
Resolvers. inductosyn and torque-sensors. measuring the angular
velocities and torques at every stage of the breadboard model.
The Inductosyn Pre-Amplifier (IPA). to pre-amplify the signal
from the inductosyn to make it suitable for the encoder electro
nics (resident in the MDCFE). To minimize the pick-up of
interference. the pre-amplifier is placed as close as possible
to the inductosyn.
Thermo-couples to measure several temperatures
places. Fokker Test & Integration has a Hewlett
Logger System (DLS). capable of measuring several
at several places. This system will be used during
a stand-alone set-up.

The MDCFE consist of the following parts:
Measurement Interface Electronics (MIE) to process the signals.
from the angular encoders and torque sensors. into a digital
format. suited for the MCE and the Parallel Interface Electro
nics (PIE; to be discussed). The MIE provides signals for the
MDE to commute the motor and furthermore it provides the ACE
(see next item) with an analogue velocity-signal.
Acceleration Control Electronics (ACE); a high frequency control
loop. provided by the MIE with an analogue motor velocity
signal. to limit the motor acceleration.
Parallel Interface Electronics (PIE). to store the measurement
data. encoded by the MIE. during a test. This data cannot be
send to the PC during a test in real time. because the data rate
can be too high. After a test. this data is send to the IBM
under Direct Memory Access (DMA).

The MCE consists of the follcwing parts
A CPU-system. used to generate a movement-profile and to execute
the control algorithm.
Communication Interface Electronics (CIE). to handle the
communication with the PC.
Digital to Analog Convertor (DAC). converting the digital signal
as send to the MDE (required motor-current) to an analog signal.

The PC has two additional parts :
The PC-Parallel Digital Interface (PC-PDI). This is a DMA-chart
used to communicate with the PIE and to read the data as stored
in the PIE under DMA. An extensive discussion of this part will
follow in chapter 3 of this report.
The PC-Communication Interface Electronics. a standard RS-232-C
chart. used to communicate with the MCE.
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2.2 OBJECTIVES OF BREADBOARD TESTS

Focussing on the MWS-ESS, the following elements can be distin
guished :

the MDE,
the PSE (position Sensor Electronics)
the MCE, including the control algorithms.

For HSS, the Actuator Technology study is to focus on the func
tional & electrical design of the MDE, as well as on functional &
electrical performance verification of the MDE by means of the
breadboard test-setup. The purposes of the tests are to examine :

the controllability of the motor-torque,
the efficiency of the MDE/DC-motor combination,
the temperature rise of MDE, motor and IPA (as part of the PSE),

- the linearity of the angular encoders (as part of the PSE).

Tests regarding the gears are to determine the gear-parameters
backlash,
stiffness,

- backdrive torque,
stiction torque,

- friction torque.

These objectives will all be tested in vacuum condition, under
various temperature- and load-conditions. To determine the
quantity of each of the objectives, the parameters that have to be
measured are :

temperatures of the different parts of the breadboard model,
motor-current and the current as used by the MDE,
the torques as can be measured on the motor-axis, the axis of
the planetary gear and the axis of the harmonic drive,
the angular position of the motor-axis, the axis of the plane~

tary gear and the axis of the harmonic drive.
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3 THE PC-SYSTEM

This chapter discusses the software required to control the tests.
For this, the relevant test-specifications and the preliminary
functional requirements of the software will be presented first.
Next all interfaces regarding the PC-system will be discussed,
defining the protocols to communicate with these interfaces.
Finally the software will be discussed in detail.

3.1 RELEVANT TEST-SPECIFICATIONS

Regarding the way a test can be performed, some types of tests are
defined in cooperation with SPE. Important for the set-up of the
PC-system we can distinguish the following types of tests:

manual tests for which, during execution of the test, velo
city/torque setpoints for the joint-axis (output-axis) can be
send to the MCE. It's the task of the MCE to ensure the required
velocity to be reached. During execution of the test, the
operator can determine when to start the measurement of the data
(to be read in PIE-memory).
automatic tests for which the operator has to set in advance

a profile (velocity c.q. torque-profile), being send to the
MCE before execution of the test, to drive the MOE,
the time-interval between the start of the test-execution
(starting the MCE to drive the MDE) and the start of the
data-measurement (start of the PIE to store the data). This
time-period may be negative.

After the test started execution, the operator may no longer
interfere with the execution, except for a total interrupt.

. .

3.2 FUNCTIONAL REQUIREMENTS

The PC will be used as an operator interface for the MCE and PIE,
defining how a test has to be performed, and controlling the
execution of a test. After a test has completed the measurement
data has to be processed and stored. The following tasks can be
distinguished :

1/ Communication with the operator;
before execution of a test the type of test (predefined as
in section 3.1) has to be determined, together with the
specific settings for this test.
offering control concerning the start of the test's execu
tion,
interactive communication regarding setpoint changes and
start of the data-measurement during a manual test,
offering the possibility to interrupt the execution of the
test if the operator noticed anything went wrong.

2/ Communication with a datafile containing default test-parame
ters. These parameters are, unlike the test-settings, not just
valid for the execution of one test. They may be changed
according to results from preceding tests and can be used for
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all succeeding tests until test-results indicate they better
can be changed again.

3/ Communication with the PIE; setup of the PIE-board before a
test and acquisition of the measurement data after a test has
completed. The setup of the PIE-board includes signals from the
PC towards the PIE to signal what it has to do (refresh memory.
start reading data into the PIE-memory. start writing data to
the PC). The acquisition of the measurement data includes the
measurement data. been read into the PIE during a test. being
quickly read into the PC. This in order to reduce the time
waiting for the results of the tests.

4/ Communication with the MCE; down-loading of the profile(s).
test-settings and default test-parameters before or during the
execution of a specific test. The communication is handled by a
standard RS-232 connection. Therefor the PC and the MCE must
each be equipped with serial interface electronics (CIE).

5/ Data processing; after the measurement data has been read in
the PC. it has to be processed and formatted in the right way
(dictated by a graphical program) to be presented on the PC
screen (and/or printer/plotter).

In chronological order the following provisional actions have to
be executed. forming together the so-called "test-sequence" to be
implemented on the PC-system :

1/ Communication with the operator in order to set up the desired
test to be done (create the test-settings).

2/ Initialization of the PIE and MCE before every test.
3/ Down-load profiles. test-settings and test-parameters to the

MCE. containing information on the specific test-setup. These
define the MCE-actions during a test.

4/ Offer the operator the possibility to stop (interrupt) the
test at any time before or during a test-run. After an
interrupt. the next action performed has to start at point 1/
to be able to set up the next test-sequence.

5/ Hold; wait until the breadboard-environment (vacuum-chamber).
is set according to the specific test-setup. For this.
information concerning the specific test has to be displayed
on the PC-screen. This information has to contain the bread
board test-settings (e.g. temperature) and may contain
information on how the test is going to be performed (manual
or automatic). This way the operator can verify the test
settings he has created earlier. After the breadboard-environ
ment is set and the test-settings proved to be correct. the
operator has to be able to start the test-sequence.

6/ Start test; give the MCE order to start driving the MDE and
give the PIE order to start collecting the measurement data.
This is done in a. for a specific test. predefined sequence.
For a manual test it means that during the test an interactive
communication has to be established between the PC and
operator. changing the test-parameters during a test-run. and
communication between the PC and MCE/PIE to pass the new test
settings and/or commands.
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7/ Polling whether the PIE-memory is full. this indicates the end
of the test.

8/ Stop the test on the moment the PIE-memory is full; command
the MCE to stop driving the MDE.

9/ Read in the measurement data from the PIE-memory to the PC.
10/ Convert this data in order to make it possible to represent

the data on the screen (and/or printer/plotter) and store it
on disks together with the test-settings and the default test
parameters.

11/ Continue with 1/ for the next test.

In the sequel. in order to define the complete test-sequence.
first the interfaces with datafiles and breadboard devices are to
be defined and discussed (section 3.3). Next the set-up communica
tion-protocols are interleaved. forming. together with interactive
communications with the operator. the complete test-sequence
(section 3.4). At last the complete testprogram. of which the
test-sequence is just a (but most important) part. will be
discussed (section 3.5 etc.).
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3.3 THE TEST-SEQUENCE; INTERFACE DEFINITIONS

As mentioned earlier. during execution of a test the PC-system
communicates with :

the operator; to define the kind of test to be done and to
establish the test-settings.
a datafile with default test-parameters in order to establish
default test-settings. During execution of a test. this is not
active communication. but nevertheless the format. in which this
data is stored. has to be defined.
the PIE; to initialize the PIE. to start the data-measurement
and to read the resulting measurement data to the PC.
the MCE; to initialize the MCE and to start/stop the execution
of the test.
a graphical program. to
execution of a test.
nevertheless the format.
defined.

In this section the communication protocols to set up the tests.
format of data-files. defined instructions for MCE and PIE will be
discussed. Communication with the operator before and during the
test-run. to control the proceeding of the test-sequence. will be
discussed in section 3.4. In this the complete test-sequence is
presented.

3.3.1 The operator; test-settings (file)

3.3.1.1 Input-datafiles

To make it possible to do the tests as smooth and fast as possible
behind each other. control concerning the test-settings informa
tion is automated. The data. regarding the type of test and the
test-settings of a predefined number of tests. has been stored in
so-called input-datafiles. For all predefined tests such a file is
present. containing all the information regarding a test. defined
by the testname.

After the operator has chosen a specific test by choosing the
concerning testname. the test-sequence has to offer the pos
sibility for the operator to examine whether the test--settings are
correct and eventual to edit some last minute changes. The
examination and changing of the test-inputdata. belonging to a
chosen test. is being done with use of the LOTUS 1-2-3 program
(2] .

1-2-3 is a program of the Lotus Development Corporation. It is a
combined spreadsheet. database and graph generator. The workspace
is formed by a worksheet consisting of cells. which lie in matrix
form (rows and columns). In each of the cells a number. a formula
(like the sum of the contents of two other cells) or a label (a
string of text) can be stored. Programming in 1-2-3 is possible by
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writing a so-called macro, which is in fact nothing else then a
stored keystroke sequence.

For the 1-2-3 program a macro has been written [3], being autom
atically executed after 1-2-3 is started by the test-sequence.
This macro allows for interactive:

examination of the test-inputdata,
changing the test-inputdata if desired,
saving the test-inputdata to make eventual changes effective,
creation of a listing of the inputdata on the printer,
ending execution of the 1-2-3 program.

Ending execution of 1-2-3, and its automatic started macro,
results in a (changed) input-datafile, containing the test
settings belonging to the chosen test. This datafile next can be
opened by the test-sequence and the data can be read into program
variables.

3.3.1.2 The inputdata storage

For all predefined tests, a input-datafile containing the prelimi
nary test-settings, is resident in a for this purpose created
inputdata-directory. This is directory is called INPUTDAT. In this
the datafiles are stored under the defined testnames. These
testnames have been simply chosen to be a numbered sequence
TEST{No} ,e.g. TEST1, TEST2 etc.

To allow for a separation of used datafiles (original ones and
edited) this inputdata-directory is chosen to be a sub-directory
of the directory the test-sequence is started. This latter is
called the working-directory (BB; which stands for BreadBoard).

3.3.1.3 Agreements concerning the input-data

For the test-sequence to use the program LOTUS
automatically executed macro (called AUT0123.WK1)
some agreements had to be made concerning the names
datafiles and the format in which the test-settings
these files. An illustration of some discussed
visualized in figure 3.3.1.

1-2-3 and its
successfully,
of the input
are stored in
agreements is

~

In order for the 1-2-3 macro to identify the concerning datafile,
the test-sequence first copies it from the inputdata-directory to
a file named INPUTDAT.PRN in the working-directory. This is the
file the macro always reads whenever started. The extension ".PRN"
states that the file is a so-called print-file (in 1-2-3 terms),
being a file in which the (nUmerical) settings are stored in
ASCII-code. This was required for the test-sequence to be able to
read the test-settings into program-variables.

Whenever the macro has ended execution, a changed data-file may
result. This datafile is named (as the original files where in the
inputdata-directory) TEST{No}.PRN. Information concerning the
test-number was present in the read datafile (INPUTDAT.PRN),
offering the macro the possibility to create this name. Because
it's possible that the execution of the macro may not result in a
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updated input-datafile. the test-sequence also has to copy the
original input-datafile from the inputdata-directory to a file
called TEST{No}.PRN in the working-directory. As a result. this
file contains the original input-data at start of the execution of
the 1-2-3 macro and may contain the changed input-data if the 1
2-3 macro has ended execution.

Directory C:\BB\INPUTDAT Directory C:\BB

TEST1.PRN
TEST2.PRN

I
:
:

I
:

I choose test
TESTY.PRN ~,

I +
I

TEST{No}.PRN =

I
INPUTDAT.PRN

I 'I ,/
1-2-3

I

I
TEST{No}.PRN

I

I ,/

Figure 3.3.1 Data-flow of test input-data

Concerning the format of the input-datafile. to be read by 1-2-3
and the test-sequence. it was chosen to be an ASCII file contain
ing numerical entries. For the 1-2-3 "macro this means the input
datafile has to be read and written as a print-file. and for the
test-sequence it means the entries can be read as numerical data.
The test-settings are defined by the line-number on which they are
placed in the' data-file. The definition of the test-settings
versus lines in the input-datafile can be found in appendiX I. The
use of these test-settings will become clear whenever they are
handled by the test-sequence.

3.3.1.4 Overall test-setup sequence

Due to the agreements made above. the corresponding actions in the
test-sequence are (see figure 3.3.1) :

- offer the operator the possibility to choose a testname.
defining a test-sequence with predefined test-settings.

- copy the input-datafile belonging to this testname. and resident
in the inputdata-directory. to the working-directory as
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- INPUTDAT.PRN. to allow the 1-2-3 macro to identify the
input-datafile uniquely.
- TEST{No}.PRN. in which the 1-2-3 macro stores the edited
input-datafile or stays unchanged if no updates are made. The
information of this file will be read in program-variables at
a later stage.

start the LOTUS 1-2-3 program. this automatically executes the
macro AUT0123.WK1. resident in the working-directory.
after the 1-2-3 program ends execution (due to operator-com
mands). the test-sequence has to delete the superfluous input
datafile INPUTDAT.PRN.
the (updated) test-settings. resident in the file TEST{No}.PRN
now can be read by the test-sequence.

Interleaving these actions with others and implementation will be
discussed in section 3.4.
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3.3.2 Default test-parameters (file)

Test-settings of which the values should be used for all tests are
called the default test-parameters. They are separated from the
test-settings because :

some are to be used for all the tests. This implies that they
are not settings for just one specific test.
knowledge on the parameter's magnitude is not exact and therefor
it has to be possible to change them independent of the other
settings.

Changing the default-testparameters is done by making use of
another part of the PC-system than the test-sequence. This part is
to be discussed later. The test-sequence only has to be able to
read them just like the test-settings. For this the format in
which they are stored is relevant.

For now. the default test-parameters consist of three parameters :
the voltage the MDE uses to steer the DC-motor: Vee
the torque sensitivity-constant (= motor-constant) of the used
DC-motor : KT

the velocity feedback-gain to keep the output-axis (harmonic
drive) at a specific velocity : KFB

These parameters are stored in a file called DEFAULTS. resident in
the working-directory. This file is chosen to be a sequential
ASCII-file in which the parameters are stored in a predefined
sequence. From this file the parameters can be retrieved all at
once. The sequence in which they are stored is the same as they
are listed above.
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3.3.3 The Parallel Interface Electronics (PIE)

3.3.3.1 The DMA-board

In order to read the data from the PIE-memory qUickly to the PC we
do this with DMA (Direct Memory Access). For this purpose the
MetraByte's PDMA-16 very high speed 16 bit parallel digital
interface board is bought [4]. This board (previous called PC-PDI)
is designed to plug directly into an expansion slot of the PC.

The PDMA-16 board provides two 8 bit I/O ports, A & B. Each port
can be set as an input or output under software control. The ports
may be addressed as normal I/O locations using programmed transfer
(IN & OUT I/O instructions under BASIC), or by utilizing the PC's
internal 8237 DMA controller, data may be directly transferred at
high speed to/from the ports from/to memory. DMA transfers can be
bytes through the A port only, now the B port is free for use as a
regular port for programmed I/O. The A DIR and B DIR outputs
provide information on the current direction of the ports which
can simplify interface to devices capable of bidirectional data
transfer. [4, section 1 INTRODUCTION, page -2-] .

Interfacing with the PIE is the PDMA-16 I/O connector, from with
the rear view can be found in figure 3.3.2.

PORT B
DATA

IN/OUT

PORT A
DATA

IN/OUT

OUT

OUT

OUT
OUT
OUT
GATE IN
OUT

Power from PC

A DIR.
GND
GND
GND
GND
GND
GND
GND
B DIR.
GND
GND
AUX 3
AUX 2
AUX 2
TIMER
TIMER
+ 5V
- 5V

37
36
35
34
33
32
31
30
29
28
27
26
25
24
23
22
21
20

19
18
17
16
15
14
13
12
11
10
09
08
07
06
05
04
03
02
01

AD
A1
A2
A3
A4
A5
A6
A7
BO
B1
B2
B3
B4
B5
B6
B7

ACK. OUT
REQ. IN

INTERRUPT IN

Figure 3.3.2 Rear view of PDMA-16 I/O connector

To simplify program generation, a special I/O driver routine
"PDMA.BIN" is included in the PDMA-16 software package. This
driver allows for initialization of the board, setup of a DMA
transfer, digital in- and output (1 byte via port A or B),



commands from the PC to the
(initialization), to start
during a test and to start

DMA after a test has com-
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auxiliary output (1 bit via AUX 1 trough 3), interrupt handling,
timer rate set and DMA-status return.

3.3.3.2 Hardware settings

For the board, being plugged in an expansion slot of the PC, the
base I/O address had to be set. Starting from this base address
the PDMA-16 board occupies 8 consecutive address locations.
Setting of the base-address is done by setting the DIP-switches on
the board. Due to other boards and programs using address loca
tions in I/O-space, 8 consecutive free address space locations in
I/O-space were available from base-address &H250. Since binary the
address is &B1001010000, this implies the DIP-switch settings, on
the PDMA-16 board, as in figure 3.3.3. In this, "ii!" represents the
switch.

9 8 7 6 5 4 3
ON

Ibase ••I I •I •address Hi iii iiiii: m

Figure 3.3.3 DIP-switch settings PDMA-16 board

This base-address &H250 must also be used when initializing the
used software-driver.

3.3.3.3 PIE communication definitions

The following communications between PIE and PC have to be
established:

use an I/O-port as output to send
PIE; to reset the memory-address
reading data into the PIE-memory
data-transfer from PIE to PC under
pleted.
use an I/O-port as input to retrieve status-information from the
PIE; this includes information about how many data is read in
the PIE-memory during a test and how many data is written to the
PC after a test has completed.
use an I/O-port as input to retrieve the data from PIE under
DMA,
use the TIMER output to instruct the PIE at which frequency the
data-measurement has to be done.

For this, in order to communicate with the PIE, definitions
concerning the required commands, status and the used I/O-ports
(see figure 3.3.2) of the PDMA-16 board have been made.
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Command-word
To send commands to the PIE. use will be made of port B in output
mode (DIRB = 1). This port is being used to send a complete
command-word (1 byte) to the PIE defining all commands at once.
For the PIE the command-word. send to port B. is defined as
follows:

B7 . . . B4 define the memory-size used to store the measurement-
data during a test-run.

B7 1512k. Active low.
Indicating a memory-size of 512 kbytes (8 pages)

B6 1256k. Active low.
Indicating a memory-size of 256 kbytes (4 pages)

B5 1128k. Active low.
Indicating a memory-size of 128 kbytes (2 pages)

B4 164k. Active low.
Indicating a memory-size of 64 kbytes (1 page)

These bits can be used in combination to set the
memory-size from 1 to 15 pages (all bits 1) .

B3 ITEST. Active low.
PIE hardware selftest. Loads the memory with a test
pattern during a run. This command-bit can be used
before execution of the test-sequence to test whether
the PIE is present.

B2 IRESET. Active low pulse.
Reset the PIE-memory address-counter.

Bl

BO

IDMA.

IRUN.

Active low.
Start a DMA-read transfer to the PC.

Active low.
Start data-measurement.

Translating these commands for the test-sequence. the command-word
is split up in two nibbles. The most significant nibble (MSN) of
the command-word describes the used PIE memory-space. decimal :

BMSN'" (15 - datapages) *16

For this the number of required datapages is retrieved from the
input-datafile. containing the test-settings of the specified
test. This information is found on line 33 of this file (see
Appendix I; Input-datafile definition). The least significant
nibble contains the action the PIE has to perform. decimal :

BTEST 7 (nibble ... 0 1 1 1), not used
BRESET -= 11 (nibble "'" 1 0 1 1)
BDMA "'" 13 (nibble ... 1 1 0 1)
BRUN 14 (nibble ... 1 1 1 0)
BSTOP 15 (nibble 1 1 1 1)

These commands can be send to the PIE with use of the software-
driver. How this is done will be discussed in the next section.
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Status-word
To retrieve the status from the PIE. again use will be made of
port B. now in input mode (DIRB = 0). Now this port is being used
to retrieve a complete status-word (1 byte) from the PIE defining
the complete status at once. The next status-bits are defined:

B7 B4: the read memory-size used to store the measurement-
data during a test-run.

B7 /512k. Active low.
Indicating a memory-size of 512 kbytes (8 pages)

B6 /256k. Active low.
Indicating a memory-size of 256 kbytes (4 pages)

B5 /128k. Active low.
Indicating a memory-size of 128 kbytes (2 pages)

B4 /64k. Active low.
Indicating a memory-size of 64 kbytes (1 page)

These bits can be used in combination. defining the
memory-size to be from 1 to 16 pages (all bits 1).

B3

B2

TEST.

0,

The converted command-bit /TEST.

Not used.

B1 /READY, Active low.
Asserted at the end of a testdata-measurement or a
completed DMA-read.

BO /PAGE. Active low.
Asserted at the end of one DMA-page transfer.

Retrieving this information from the PIE. it can be used by the
test-sequence to test on correct synchronization during data
measurement or DMA-transfers.

DMA-transfer port
For.a DMA-transfer. port A will be used, defining the transferred
quantity of data to be one byte at a time.

AO ... A7: Input.
Port A MIE-data input from PIE.
DMA-data byte input.

Timer output
The TIMER output is used to instruct the PIE at which frequency
the data-measurement has to be performed.

TIMER : Timer output to PIE.
This is a positive pulse output from the timer.

Strobe
For the PIE. the command-word as described above. is made effec
tive by sending a negative strobe-pulse to the PIE. For this pulse
the AUX1-port is used.
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AUXl STB, output
Active low pulse.
Write strobe for command word.

The other ports are not used for active programming. Although they
are used by the PIE, e.g. during a DMA-transfer (ACK. OUT. and
REQ. IN), they will not be discussed here. At PC-side, the use of
these ports is handled by the software-driver.

3.3.3.4 The software driver (loading, use and initialization)

Software control of the PDMA-16 board has to be done by making use
of a software-driver delivered with the PDMA-16 board. Using this
software driver throughout the test-sequence commanded the total
test-sequence to be written in BASIC. No drivers for other
program-languages (such as C) were available.

In order to make use of the software-driver, the CALL routine
"PDMA.BIN" must first be loaded in memory. Care must be taken to
avoid loading it over any parts of memory being used by the test
sequence or other loaded programs. This also imposes the cir
cumstance that another program used by the test-sequence may be
loaded over the software-driver. When use of another program has
been made by the test-sequence, the software-driver best can be
loaded again to make sure it is resident completely. Loading is
done in a memory-segment pointed to by the BASIC memory-segment
start-pointer (DEF SEG). This is chosen to be &H5000, proving to
cause no problems with the test-sequence or other utility-pro
grams.

The CALL statement for the PDMA.BIN driver must be of the form

xxxxx CALL PDMA (MODE%, D%(O), FLAG%)

of the start of the
pointed to by the
our use this will

AUX1) ,
(not used),
(not used).

4

- 5

- 6

- 7
8

- MODE%

defining the following parameters:
- PDMA a variable specifying the offset

software-driver in the segment,
memory-segment start-pointer. For
always be 0,
specifying the desired operation to be performed by the

software-driver. For our specific use these include :
o Initialize driver & test,
1 Setup DMA-transfer,
2 Return status of DMA transfer,

- 3 Set timer bautrate
(data-measurement sample-frequency),
Digital output
(command-word to PIE via port B),
Digital input
(status-word from PIE via port B),
Auxiliary output
(strobe-pulse to PIE via
Setup & enable interrupt
Disable interrupt
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integer array to pass data to and from the software
driver. The significance of particular data items vary
according to the MODE% selected.
returns an error-code. In the case of no error. zero is

returned.

Whenever the software-driver is loaded. initialization is done by
calling the driver for MOOE% is O. The data-array passed to the
driver is defined to be :

D%(O) = &H250 the selected base I/O address
0%(1) = 1 the selected OMA-level
0%(2) 3 the selected interrupt level (not used)
0%(3) 0%(6). not used

3.3.3.5 PIE software control

Concerning the communication with the PIE. two communication
cycles are important; the first to set up the data-measurement and
the second to setup the OMA-cycle required to read the measured
data to PC-memory. These communication-cycles will be discussed
first. followed by the particular functions that are part of these
cycles.

Regarding the data-measurement set-up. the next functions have to
be performed :

set PDMA-16 timer from which the PIE retrieves the data-measure
ment sample-frequency.
select used PIE-memory size by investigating the corresponding
test-setting in the input-datafile (DATAPAGES one line 33; see
Appendix I; Input-datafile definitions).

- reset the PIE memory address-counter by sending the command
/RESET to the PIE. followed by a negative strobe-pulse.
start the data-measurement by sending the command /RUN to the
PIE. followed by a negative strobe-pulse.
retrieve the PIE-status (/REAOY) to check whether data-measure
ment has ended. This has to be done continuously until termina
tion has been reached.

Regarding the OMA-cycle set-up. the next functions have to be
performed

select used PIE-memory size by investigating the corresponding
test-setting in the input-datafile (DATAPAGES one line 33; see
Appendix I; Input-datafile definitions).

- reset the PIE memory address-counter by sending the command
/RESET to the PIE. followed by a negative strobe-pulse.
initialize the PDMA-16 board to perform a OMA-transfer (1 page).
start the DMA-transfer by sending the command /OMA to the PIE.
followed by a negative strobe-pulse.
check the POMA-16 board status until the DMA-transfer has ended.
write the page containing the data. resident in memory. to hard
disk.
retrieve the PIE-status (/PAGE. /READY) to check whether the
concerning page actually has been read in (/PAGE) and to check
whether more pages have to be read (/READY). If the more pages
have to be read in. the next cycle has to start initializing the
PDMA-16 board again.
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Interleaving these cycles with other commands and implementation
will be discussed in section 3.4.

The basic functions that can be distinguished from the above
cycles are :

set PDMA-16 timer, in order to inform the PIE on test-measure
ment sample-frequency. This is done ones every test.
send PIE-command to port B, followed by a strobe-pulse to AUX1.
This PIE command is created by adding the nibble BMSN, contai
ning information on the PIE-memory size to be used, and the
actual command (BRESET, BDMA, etc.),
retrieve the PIE status-word from port B,
setup the PDMA-16 board to perform a DMA-transfer,
retrieve DMA-status.

=S~e~t~t~1~·n~q~t~h~e~~P=D~MA~-~1~6~t~i~m~e~r~ is done by calling the software-driver
for MODE% 3. The data-array passed to the driver is defined to
be :
- D%(O) = first divider,
- D%(l) = second divider.
The timer is set be dividing the clock-rate of 10 Mhz by two
divisors. These together form the factor the clock-rate has to
divided with to form the sample-rate, while the first determines
also the length of the sample-pulse.

It was reqUired by the PIE that the length of the clock-pulse was
20 ~sec, leading to a frequency, determining this length, of 1/(20
~sec) = 50 kHz. Since the clock-frequency is 10 MHz, the first
divisor has to be D%(O) = 10 MHz/50 kHz = 200.

The sample-frequency now can be set by dividing the clock-frequen
cy with the two divisors as

1
SAMPLETIME#

10 MHz
D%(O)*D%(1)

This leads to the second divider to be (first one was 200)

107
D%(l) = D%(O) * SAMPLETIME#

For this the sampletime (SAMPLETIME*) is calculated from the test
settings, retrieved from the concerning test-datafile. From these
settings, use will be made from the required number of datapages
to be stored by the PIE (DATAPAGES) and the total measuretime
(MEASURETIME*). These settings are retrieved from line 33 and 34
of the input-datafile. Since :

the total memory-size is equal to the number of datapages times
64 kbytes,
a block with data, stored every sample-period, (called a data
block) is 16 bytes large,

the number of blocks that can be stored in the PIE-memory is

65536
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* of data-blocks in PIE-memory = DATAPAGES* 16

Leading to a sample-time of :

SAMPLETIME* MEASURETIME*
DATAPAGES*4096

Sending a command to the PIE is done by calling the software
driver for MODE% = 4. digital output. The data-array passed to the
driver is defined to be :

D%(O) = PIE-command to be send. these commands have been defined
in section 3.3.3.3. (BMSN + {BRESET. BRUN. ETC.})
0%(1) = 1. to inform the driver the command-word has to be send
to port B.

Next a negative strobe-pulse is send to the PIE. by calling the
driver twice for MODE% = 6. auxiliary output. The first time. the
data-array passed to the driver is D%(O) = 0 (AUX1 reset). while
the second time this is D%(O) = 1 (AUX1 set). The other auxiliary
outputs are not used. The time between the AUX1 reset and set has
to be larger than 20 ~sec.

Retrieving the PIE-status word is done by calling the software
driver for MODE% = 5. digital input. The data-array passed to the
driver is defined to be

0%(1) = 1. informing the driver the word has to be retrieved
from port B.
0%(2) 1. to change port B to input mode. preventing the
previous command-word send to the PIE being read back.

The resulting status-word is stored in D%(O). defined as in
section 3.3.3.3.

Setup the PDMA-16 board to perform a DMA-transfer is done by
calling the software-driver for MODE% = 1. The data-array passed
to the driver contains the following information

D%(O) = 65536. defining the number of bytes to be transferred
during one DMA-transfer (64 kbytes = 1 page),
D%(l) = O. defining byte-transfer. Defining this. only port A is
used for data-transfer.
D%(2) = O. defining the direction of the transfer to be input.
D%(3) = O. defining the auto-recycle to be disable. no next DMA
transfer is activated automatically.
D%(4) = O. defining the transfer clock source to be external.
Transfer is handled by the PIE. sending an request (REO. IN;
figure 3.3.2) to send a byte of data and receiving an ack
nowledgment (ACK. OUT; figure 3.3.2) when the PDMA-16 board is
ready to receive this byte.
D%(5) = &H6000. defining the start-address of the memory-segment
in which the data has to be stored.
0%(6) = O. defining the offset in this memory-segment.

Retrieving the DMA-status is being done by calling the software
driver for MODE% = 2. return status. For this mode the data-array
is used by the driver to return the status of a DMA-transfer :
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the number of bytes transferred,
the number of bytes transfer requested,
status of auto-recycle,
informing whether DMA is active (1) or finished (0),
port A direction,
port B direction,
interrupt status.

A last note has to be made concerning the PIE-command /RESET. As
required in section 3.3.3.3 this has to be a negative pUlse and
not, as the other commands, a negative level. For this, two
commands, as defined above, have to be send to the PIE, creating
the negative reset-pulse. At first BRESET (with the reset-command
bit set to 0), followed by a strobe-pulse, and next BSTOP (with
all commandbits set to 1), followed by a strobe-pulse.
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3.3.4 The Microprocessor Control Electronics (MCE)

Communication regarding the MCE are commands and data
MCE by a RS-232 interface. On PC-side this means the
byte-values to a serial I/O-port. called COM1. with an
of &H3F8.

send to the
sending of

I/O-address

3.3.4.1 Instruction and command definitions

Regarding the communication with the MCE 3 instructions have been
defined :

COMMAND. send to the MCE to instruct a command is to follow.
DATA. send to the MCE to instruct data will be send.
DUMMY. send to the MCE to initialize the connection after a
command or data.

Splitting up commands and data this way is to make sure the MCE
does not mix up data and commands, since only 1 byte after each
other can be send.

The defined instructions are followed by :
a command if the instruction was COMMAND.
a series of data-bytes if the instruction was DATA. The number
and interpretation, of data concerned. depends on how far the
test-sequence on PC-side and the MCE-programming on MCE-side are
advanced. Since they operate synchrone, no difficulties regar
ding the interpretation of data on MCE-side is expected. How one
part of data is being send to the MCE will be discussed in the
next section,
nothing if the instruction was DUMMY.

of the test
These include
test-sequence

automatic test
ending of the

the status
by the MCE.

complete
MDE if an

on the

Commands are used to inform the MCE on
sequence and the actions to be performed
information on the beginning of the
(BEGIN), the command to start driving the
was specified (START) and information·
complete test-sequence (STOP).

For communication with the MCE. decimal byte-values are defined to
represent the instructions and commands. For these the following
definitions

- COMMAND
BEGIN

- START
- STOP
DATA

- DUMMY

were made
100.
110,
200.
120,
130.
O.

3.3.4.2 Sending data

Data is send to the MCE to inform it how the test have to be
executed. (manually or automatic) and what the test-settings for a
specific test are. Data is split up in 2 types:
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byte-data. predefined data or integer data that can be contained
by a single byte (0 .. 255). This can be send just like instruc
tions and commands to the specified I/O-port.

- floating point data. To send floating point values over the RS
232 connection it is necessary to code the values into a number
of bytes. Here the variables are coded to three bytes. using
mantissa coding.

Using mantissa coding. it is possible to code a floating point
variable to a digital representation. In our case represented by
three bytes. The value is split up in :

a mantissa. situated in the interval [0.1. 1>. called M.
the sign of the mantissa. called SM.
the la-exponent. called E.
the sign of the exponent. called SE.

With this. the original value can be reproduced as

float = SM*M*10SE *E

The three bytes representing the float are defined to be con-
structed as follows :

27 2 6 2~ 24 2 3 22 21. 2°

BYTE [0] SM M[6] M[5] M[4] M[3] M[ 2] M[1] M[0]
BYTE[l] M[ 14] M[ 13] M[12] M[11] M[ 10] M[9] M[8] M[7]
BYTE[2] SE M[ 17] M[l6] M[15] E[3] E [2] E [1] E[O]

With the bits :
SM: defining the sign of the mantissa of the value; SM = 1 if
this sign is negative. a if the sign is zero or positive. '
M[j] : defining the mantissa-elements of the value; if M[j] is 1
then ~~+1 is part of the value.

- SE: defining the sign of the exponent of the value; SE = 1 if
this sign is negative. a if the sign is zero or positive.
E[i] : defining the exponent-elements of the value; if E[i] is 1
then 2~ is part of the exponent.

The synchronization concerning the sending of these bytes to the
MCE is depicted in figure 3.3.4. As depicted. synchronization is
establ ished by . making sure the PC and MCE are ready to send. c. q.
receive a data-byte. Next the byte is send form PC to MCE and the
test-sequence has to wait with further execution. until the MCE
acknowledges it has received the byte.
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MCE-side

Wait SJD READY

Send RECtIVE READY

Receite byte

Send RECtIVE DONE

>

>

(

PC-side

Send SE1D READY

Wait RECtIVE READY ~<-------
I

Send byte

Wait RECtIVE DONE

Figure 3.3.4 Data synchronization

3.3.4.3 Programs synchronization

The synchronization of the programs on PC-side and MCE-side is
done by sending the right sequences of instructions, commands and
data to the MCE. For these sequences, flow-charts have been
developed, both the programs have to agree upon. These flow
charts will be used later, to interleave all the commands used to
communicate with the MCE with other program-commands of the test
sequence, regarding communication with the operator, datafiles and
PIE.

The flow-charts consists of three different parts; the start of a
test-sequence, synchronization of a manual test and synchroniza
tion of an automatic test. They will be depicted containing the
activities on PC-side.

A flow-chart of the start of a test-sequence can be found in
figure 3.3.5. Communication starts by sending the command BEGIN to
the MCE. This is done by first sending the instruction COMMAND to
the MCE, waiting for an acknowledgment of this (making sure the
MCE has received the message) and sending the command BEGIN. After
an acknowledgement is received for this data is being sent
concerning the type of test being performed. This is information
retrieved from the input-datafile, containing the test-settings.
The type of test performed is either manual or automatic (line 30,
Appendix I; Input-datafile definition). Sending this data to the
MCE is performed by sending DATA to it followed by the data
"mode", one byte of data containing the type of test (0 = manual,
1 = automatic). Both these send bytes are followed by a wait for
the acknowledgement. Depending on the "mode" send, one of the
following communication-protocols are executed:
- manual test,
- automatic test.
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START

-) MCE'

<_ MCE I
----J

Snc
"mode"

t
COMMAND -) MCE

ack. <- MCE

+
BEGIN -) MCE

ack. <- MCE

w

DATA -) MCE

ack. <- MCE

-- -±- --r-:
byte

I
ack.

L....-

MAc?
Figure 3.3.5 Communication protocol for start of test-sequence

A flow-chart of the execution-sequence of a manual test can be
found in figure 3.3.6. For this, the first thing that may happen
is that the operator interrupts further execution of the test
sequence. How this is handled will be discussed later. If no
interrupt was given, data is send to the MCE concerning the test.
The data is send after the instruction DATA, and the received
acknowledgement for this. All data are floats; mantissa coded, the
three resulting bytes are send after each other. The data con-
cerned is: .

the three default test-parameters as defined in section 3.3.2.
These can be set using another part, apart from the test
sequence, of the complete testprogram,

- the maximum admissable absolute velocity on the harmonic drive
axis. This is information retrieved from the input-datafile,
containing the test-settings (line 22, Appendix I; Input
datafile definition),
the maximum admissable absolute torque on the harmonic drive
axis. This is information retrieved from the input-datafile,
containing the test-settings (line 23, Appendix I; Input
datafile definition),
the scaling of the torque-sensor measuring on the harmonic drive
axis. This number gives the full scale of the display in Nm.
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This is information retrieved from the input-datafile, contai
ning the test-settings (line 5, Appendix I; Input-datafile
definition) ,

- the first velocity setpoint for the output-axis; send here this
is still zero.

MANUAL

"
DATA -) MCE

ack. <- MCE

'I

=;-MC~
-) MCE I
-) MCE
-) MCE I
-) MCE
-) MCE I
-) MCE
__ -.J

~-
r;IO~"KF:e"
I float

float
I float "Max. velocity"

float "Max. torque"
I float "Sensor scale"

float "Velocity"l- .-- __

,II
...,

DATA -) MCE

DUMMY -) MCE

ack. (- MCE

I I .. ~,

I I
...

COMMAND -) MCE

,if

r -" - -'-- - - --,
float "Veloci ty" -) MCE

L...-~-T--....J

"

ack. <- MCE ack. <- MCE

+
STOP -) MCE

ack. <- MCE

t
DUMMY -) MCE

ack. <- MCE

STtRT

Figure 3.3.6 Communication protocol for manual test
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After sending this data, the instruction DUMMY is send, clearing
the communication-line and assuring the MCE to begin steering the
MOE (with zero velocity setpoint !).

Next two things can happen; the operator gives a new velocity
setpoint or the test is ended, either because the measurement of
test-data has ended, either because the operator interrupted
further execution of the test-sequence.

For the first thing to happen, the instruction DATA is send to the
MCE, followed by a wait for an acknowledgement. Next the new
velocity setpoint is send, mantissa coded, in three bytes to the
MCE. The instruction DUMMY next assures the MCE to continue
steering the MOE, now with the new velocity setpoint.

For the second thing
the MCE, followed
command STOP is send
has ended.

to happen, the instruction COMMAND is sent to
by a wait for an acknowledgement. Next the
to the MCE to instruct it the test-sequence

A flow-chart of the execution-sequence of an automatic test can be
found in figure 3.3.7. For this, first data is send concerning the
test. The data is send after the instruction DATA, and the
received acknowledgement for this. The most data are floats;
mantissa coded, the three resulting bytes are send after each
other. The data concerned is :

the three default test-parameters as defined in section 3.3.2.
These can be set using another part, apart from the test
sequence, of the complete testprogram,
the maximum admissable absolute velocity on the harmonic drive
axis. This is information retrieved from the input-datafile,
containing the test-settings (line 22, Appendix I; Input
datafile definition),
the maximum admissable absolute torque on the harmonic drive
axis. This is information retrieved from the input-datafile,
containing the test-settings (line 23, Appendix I; Input
datafile definition),
the scaling of the torque-sensor measuring on the harmonic drive
axis. This number gives the full scale of the display in Nm.
This is information retrieved from the input-datafile, contai
ning the test-settings (line 5, Appendix I; Input-datafile
definition),
14 floats containing the velocity- c.q. torque-profile (depen
ding on the feedback-gain KFB being zero or not). This is
information retrieved from the input-datafile, containing the
test-settings (line 55 upto and including 68, Appendix I; Input
datafile definition),
14 floats containing the time-intervals belonging to the
profile. This is information retrieved from the input-datafile,
containing the test-settings (line 41 upto and including 54,
Appendix I; Input-datafile definition),
information whether the profile has to be used only once or
continuously. This is one byte of data (1 periodic, a =
single) retrieved from the input-datafile, containing the test
settings (line 69, Appendix I; Input-datafile definition). After
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this data is send to the MCE, the test-sequence waits for an
acknowledgement, to make sure the MCE has received the data
before sending something else to it.

Next two things can happen; the test-sequence, controlling the
automatic test, starts the MCE driving the MDE or the operator
interrupted further execution of the test-sequence.

For the first thing to happen, the instruction COMMAND is send to
the MCE, followed by a wait for an acknowledgement. Next the
command START is send, starting the MCE to drive the MDE using the
profile. After an acknowledgment has received for this, the
instruction DUMMY assures the MCE to continue steering the MDE.
Driving of the MOE can be stopped, either because the measurement
of test-data has ended, either because the operator interrupted
further execution of the test-sequence. Also for this the next
paragraph applies.

For the second thing
the MCE, followed by
command STOP is send
has ended.

to happen, the instruction COMMAND is sent to
a wait for an acknowledgement. Next the
to the MCE to instruct it the test-sequence
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AUTOMATIC

DATA

ack.

-) MCE

<- MCE

T - -- -- -,.......

COMMAND -) MCE

ack. <- MCE

t 'if

START -) MCE

ack. <- MCE

t
DUMMY -) MCE

ack. <- MCE

I ... ~,
I I "

COMMAND -) MCE

ack. <- MCE

+
STOP -) MCE

ack. <- MCE

STtRT

ack.

rt'loat "KF:e"
I float "KT "

float "Vee"
I float "Max. velocity"

float "Max. torque"
I float "Sensor scale"

28 floats "Profile"

I
byte "periodic"

I

-) MCE'
-) MCE I
-) MCE
-) MCE I
-) MCE
-) MCE I
-) MCE

_) MCE I
<_ MCE I

--J

Figure 3.3.7 Communication protocol for automatic test
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3.3.5 Data storage and representation (file)

The data being transferred from the PIE-memory to the PC-memory
under DMA, is stored in BASIC memory image files. In these files
the data is stored as it was read from the PIE. The data received
from the PIE however is still raw data, meaning that this is the
original data as received from the angular encoders etc. From this
data the specific measured values have to be retrieved. converted
to physical quantities and stored in the correct format to be read
by the graphical program. In order to do so. the agreements made
on

where and how the raw data is stored,
- what the conversion factors are.

where and how the resulting data has to be stored

are to be discussed.

3.3.5.1 The data-flow

Concerning the resulting output-data some requirements were made
- the resulting data has to contain :

the converted raw data.
the test-settings. to identify from what test the converted
raw data originates from.
the default test-parameters. to identify what specific
parameters were used.

the resulting data has to written to diskettes because on the
hard-drive not enough room is available for all resulting data
from all tests.

Choosing the files with raw data to be stored in the working
directory, after being read from the PIE. the data-flow concerning
the output-data can be visualized just like the data-flow of the
input-data was. (creating the test-settings). This is depicted in
figure 3.3.8. The raw data (TEST{No}.l etc.) is first being
converted to files the graphical program can read (DATA1.PRN
etc.). Next this presentable data is being stored on a diskette
together with the files containing the test-settings and the
default test-parameters.

To present the data, use will again be made of the program LOTUS
1-2-3 (3]. For this. the input-datafile is already in the correct
format. since it has been created with this program. The format of
the file with default test-parameters was chosen to be in the
correct format and the files with output-data have to be formatted
correct at conversion time.
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Directory C:\BB

TEST{No} .1
TEST{No}.2

TEST{No}.X

C + .onverSlon

Drive A:

I I
DATA1.PRN I
DATA2.PRN

I
DATAX.PRN I

+ " I
TEST{No} . PRN .... ... DATAl. PRNr r

DEFAULTS + I DATA2.PRN
.

I
DATAX.PRN

I TEST {No} . PRN
DEFAULTS.PRN

Figure 3.3.8 Data-flow of test output-data

3.3.5.2 The raw data

The files with raw data (TEST{No}.l etc.) contain at first 7 bytes
of information. added by the BASIC interpreter. with information
concerning the quantity of data. the memory-segment and the offset
in this memory-segment the data originates from. The next 8 bytes
of data. in the first file with raw data. is not valid.

The rest of the data consist of data-blocks. each data-block
resulting of a measurement done in one sample-time. Each of these
data-blocks contain 16 bytes of data with information on :

motor-current and the current as used by the MDE.
the torques as measured on the motor-axis. the axis of the
planetary gear and the axis of the harmonic drive.

- the angular position of the motor-axis. the axis of the plane
tary gear and the axis of the harmonic drive.

The information contained by the data is scattered about these
bytes. The bytes. a data-block consists of. contain the following
information (as is illustrated in figure 3.3.9) :
- the 1th byte is a testbyte. to be used to check whether the

synchronization of the blocks is correct. The value represented
by this byte is 170 decimal (or AA hexadecimal).
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the 2nd and 3th byte contain information regarding the angular
position of the motor-axis. The two least significant bits are
always zero.

- the 4 th and 5th byte contain information regarding the angular
position of the planetary stage axis. The two least significant
bits are always zero.
the 6th , 7 th and 8 th byte contain information regarding the
angular position of the harmonic drive axis. The two least
significant bits are not used while the 3th and 4 th least
significant bits are always zero. The 8 th byte contains infor
mation of a 180-counter (see next section).

- the 9th byte and the least significant nibble of the 10th byte
contain information regarding the current as used by the MOE.
the most significant nibble of the 10th byte and the 11th byte
contain information regarding the motor-current. For this, the
most significant bit of the 10th byte contains information on
the direction of this current.
the 12th byte and the most significant nibble of the 13th byte
contain information regarding the torque, being measured on the
motor-axis.
the least significant nibble of the 13th byte and the 14th byte
contain information regarding the torque as being measured on
the axis of the planetary stage.

- the least significant nibble of the 15 th byte and the 16th byte
contain information regarding the torque as being measured on
the axis of the harmonic drive.

byte 1 [

byte 2 [
byte 3 [

byte 4 [
byte 5 [

byte 6 [
byte 7 [
byte 8 [

]

Testbyte
8 bits
forming 170

IMotor axis
angular position
14 bits

I
Planetary stage
axis angular
position
14 bits

Harmonic drive
axis angular
position
22 bits
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byte 9 [ IMDE current

~
12 bits

byte 10

~ ]motor current

[
12 bits

byte 11

byte 12 [

]
Torque measured
on motor axis

~
12 bits

byte 13

~ ]
Torque measured
on planetary stage

[
axis

byte 14 12 bits

[byte 15 ] Torque measured
on harmonic drive

[
axis

byte 16 16 bits

Figure 3.3.9 The contents of a data-block

3.3.5.3 Coding, conversion factors and conversion

The actual data contained by a data-block is depending on the
definitions made regarding the coding of the data-bytes. For this,
the factors required to scale the obtained values and the conver
sion will be discussed here for one data-block.

The motor-axis and planetary axis position, represented by two
bytes (decimal value 0 to 216-1), is coded as

- all zero's represents an angular position of 0·,
- all ones represents an angular position of 359.99945".

So, the decimal value of the two concerning bytes has to be
multiplied with the conversion-factor 360./216 to obtain the
correct angular position. For the two measured quantities this
means:

360·
[byte [21 + 256*byte[31] 216
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360
~p = [byte[4J + 256*byte[5J] 216

The angular position of the harmonic drive, is coded in two
stages, one representing multiple angular positions of 2-, the
second representing a part of 2-. For the first coding, the third
byte represents a lS0-counter, one count for every full 2-. For
the second coding, the first two bytes (decimal value 0 to 2 14-1)
are defined as :

- all zero's represents an angular position of 0-,
- all ones represents an angular position of 1.9997S-.

The decimal value of the measured quantity can be created by
adding twice the lS0-counter and the decoded part of 2- as

2
~h = byte[SJ*2- + [(byte[6]/4) + 64*byte[7J]~2T1~4-

For this, "/" represent an integer division, discarding the
fractional part of the result.

The current used by the MDE, represented by 1~ byte (decimal value
o to 212-1), is coded as :

- all zero's represents a MDE-current of -10 A,
- all ones represents a MDE-current of 9.995 A.

So, the decimal value of the concerning bytes has to be multiplied
with the conversion-factor 20 A/212 and subtracted by 10 A to
obtain the correct current. For the measured quantity this means:

20 Ai MDE = [byte [9] + 256*(byte[10]%16)] 212 10 A

For this, "%" represent the remainder of the integer division

The motor-current, represented by 1 bit indicating the direction
of the current and the rest of 1~ byte (decimal value 0 to 2 11-1),
is coded as :

- all zero's represents a motor-current of 0 A,
- all ones· represents a motor-current of 14.9927 A.

So, the decimal value of the concerning bytes has to be mUltiplied
with the conversion-factor 15 A/2 11 and multiplied by the direc
tion to obtain the correct current. For the measured quantity this
means:

direction = (byte[10J/12S)*2 - 1

byte[10J = (byte[10J%12S)

i~ [byte[ll] + 256*(byte[10J/16)] ~~1A *direction

For this, "/" represent an integer division, discarding the
fractional part of the result and "%" represent the remainder of
an integer division.
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The measured torques, represented by 1~ byte (decimal value 0 to
212-1), is coded as :

- all zero's represents a scaled torque represented by -5 Volt,
- all ones represents a scaled torque represented by 5 Volt.

So, the decimal value of the concerning bytes has to be multiplied
with the conversion-factor 10 V/2 12 and subtracted by 5 V to
obtain the correct current. For the measured quantities this
means:

Tm [byte [12] + 256*(byte[13]/16)] 10 V - 5 V212

Tp = [byte [14] + 256*(byte[13]%16)] 10 V - 5 V212

Th = [byte [16] + 256*(byte[15]%16)] 10 V - 5 V212

For these, "/" represent an integer division, discarding the
fractional part of the result and "%" represent the remainder of
the integer division.

Since these calculations are very time-consuming, the implementa
tion of this part of the test-sequence is chosen to be in the
compilable language C [5,6], offering higher execution speed than
the BASIC interpreter does.

3.3.5.4 The presentable data

Converting all blocks this way has to result in, for the LOTUS 1
2-3 program, readable datafiles (DATA1.PRN etc.). For this program
it is possible to read files into its worksheet formatted in
ASCII-code (so-called print-files). For such files some control
characters are of importance :

a comma "," in a print-file instructs the 1-2-3 program to move
to a cell, in the worksheet, at the right of the current one,
a carriage-return followed by a line-feed «CR><LF» in a print
file instructs the 1-2-3 program to move to the first cell of
the next line in the worksheet.

For the 1-2-3 program to read the converted data, the next agree
ments were made :

the data converted
one sample-period,
worksheet.
the data belonging
stored on different

from one data-block, and thus belonging to
have to be stored on one line in the 1-2-3

to different sample-periods, have to be
lines in the 1-2-3 worksheet.

For the concerning print-files this means that the converted data,
resulting from one data-block, have to be placed at one line,
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separated by commas. and the data belonging to different sample
periods have to be placed at successive lines.

Together with the conversion (creating presentable data DATA1.PRN
etc. from the raw data TEST{No}.l etc.) this will be done with the
implemented program CONVERT. EXE; to be discussed when creating the
complete test-sequence. This in order to speed up execution of the
conversion.
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3.4 THE TEST-SEQUENCE; TOTAL

In section 3.2 provisional actions regarding the test-sequence
where presented. From these. the next course actions have been
identified :

Check whether it's possible to perform the test; to perform the
test. software (PDMA.BIN. 1-2-3 macro. CONVERT. EXE) has to be
present and hardware (PDMA-16 board. PIE. MCE) connected.
Setup the test; to perform the test. test-settings have to be
created (TEST{No}.PRN) and the PDMA-16 board. the PIE and the
MCE have to be initialized according to these settings. The
operator has to be able to interrupt further execution of the
test from this moment on. This is according to points 1/ to 4/
of the provisional actions.
Give operator information on the test; to set up the breadboard
environment. the operator has to be informed on specific test
settings regarding this. Next. in order to verify the type of
test being performed (manual. automatic). the operator has to be
informed (remembered) regarding this. At last the operator has
to be able to start the test. During execution of the test.
test-settings regarding maximal allowed temperatures. torques
and velocities have to be displayed. This is according to point
5/ of the provisional actions.
Control test execution; depending on the type of test. the test
execution and data-measurement have to be started. Either using
information from the test-settings (automatic test). either
allowing the operator to do so (manual test). The end of the
test is indicated by the PIE; when the PIE-memory is full. the
test has to be ended. This is according to points 6/ to 8/ of
the provisional actions.
Read measurement data; after the test has ended. the raw data
has to read from PIE~memory and ~tored in files (TEST{No}.1
etc.) in the working-directory. This is according to point 9/ of
the provisional actions.
Convert and store output-data; for the operator to be able to
interpret and the LOTUS 1-2-3 program to be able to read the
data it has to be converted. Storage has to be done. together
with the test-settings and default test-parameters. on a
diskette in drive A:. This is according to point 10/ of the
provisional actions.

At this point lt must be noted that one important action does not
have to be performed by the test-sequence; the determination what
test the test-sequence is about. Identification of the concerning
test has to be done by the surrounding test-program. For now it
will be known by the test-sequence a priory what the name of the
concerning test is and whether this test has been executed
earlier. As will be discussed later. this is being done with the
aid of a file called ADMINIST. containing information on the
testnames and whether they have been executed or not. This implies
a last action for the test-sequence to be done

End the test-sequence; the administration of the test done has
to be updated and used variables have to be cleared.
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With the agreements. definitions and requirements made in section
3.3 the above mentioned actions can be extended and worked out.
This is being done in the next sections.

3.4.1 Check whether it's possible to perform the test

In order to be able to do the test. checks have to be made whether
all necessary items to do so (software and hardware) are present.
For a check proving an item is missing. the test-sequence has to
be ended, informing the operator what was missing. The next check
sequence is followed. assuring items to be available to check on
presence of others :

initialize the PIE- and MCE-commands for the rest of the test
sequence; here to able to get responses from these devices.
check whether the software-driver PDMA.BIN is available by
checking its size. if this is zero it was not present.
load the driver to be able to check the presence of the PDMA-16
board and the PIE,
initialize the driver to be able to check the presence of the
PIE. Initializing the driver. at once a check is being made
whether the board is present and whether the set I/O-port base
address is correct.
check whether the 1-2-3 macro AUT0123.WK1 is available by
checking its size, if this is zero it was not present.

- check whether the conversion-program CONVERT.EXE is available by
checking its size. if this is zero it was not present.
check the presence of the MCE by sending the instruction COMMAND
to it. If no acknowledgement is given within ~ second. the MCE
is not present.
check the presence of the PIE by first sending the command-word.
with the command-bit /TEST set to 1. to it. By checking the
corresponding bit of the retrieved status-word. this has to be
converted. This sequence has to be done again for the command
bit /TEST set to O. to make sure the above read status-bit was
not accidentally O.
check whether the chosen test was not already done. by checking
the corresponding variable. If the test was done and the
operator does not want to continue the test. the test-sequence
has to be ended. offering the operator the opportunity to choose
another test.

3.4.2 Setup the test

In order to start execution of the test. the correct test-settings
have to be created and the PDMA-16 board. the PIE.and the MCE have
to be initialized according to these settings.

The program-sequence for the creation of the test-settings is
being discussed in section 3.3.1.4. At first the input-datafile.
resident in the inputdata-directory has to be copied twice to the
working directory (as INPUTDAT.PRN and TEST{No}.PRN) and the LOTUS
1-2-3 program is started. After ending this program the file
INPUTDAT.PRN has to be deleted and the file TEST{No}.PRN has to be
read into program-variables.
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Next the software-driver for the PDMA-16 board has to be loaded
and initialized again; since the LOTUS 1-2-3 program was resident
in memory, it is possible that this was written over the software
driver. The PDMA-16 board has to be initialized by setting the
timer to the sample-rate the PIE has to measure the data with (see
section 3.3.3.5).

To make sure the PIE start reading the data from the first memory
address, the PIE-memory address-counter has to be reset. This is
done by sending the command RESET and STOP to the PIE, both
followed by a strobe-pulse (see section 3.3.3.5),

Concerning the MCE, the next actions have to be implemented
send the command BEGIN to the MCE to inform it the test-sequence
has began,
inform the MCE on the type of test to be performed, this
information originates from the test-settings and informs the
MCE what command- and data-cycle (section 3.3.4.3) is going to
be performed during the test.
if the test-type is automatic, send the, for the MCE required
data to it. This has to done here because at start of the test
execution they have to be immediately known.

Regarding the further test-sequence, an interrupt-routine has to
be implemented, offering the operator the possibility to interrupt
further execution of the test from this moment on. This because he
might discover the test-settings are not alright, when inspecting
them in the sequel, or something goes wrong during execution of
the test.

3.4.3 Give operator information on the test

The test-settings, as being read into program-variables from the
input-datafile, have to be presented to the operator to set up the
breadboard environment, to verify the type of test being performed
(manual, automatic) and to inform the operator on maximal and
minimal allowed temperatures, torques and velocities during
execution of the test. For this, the presentation of test-settings
has to be done in three stages (screens), also alloWing the
operator to look at previous screens. For the above mentioned
tasks, three screens of data are defined

A screen with information regarding the environment-settings,
this information was retrieved from line 1 upto and including
line 5 of the inputdata-file (see Appendix I; Input-datafile
definition). The concerned information is :

- the temperature, the vacuumchamber has to be set to,
- the load-torque to be applied on the output-shaft, adjus-

table by an Eddy-current brake,
the scaling of the torque-sensors
have to be set to. These are
divided by the 5 Volts (full scale
scaling.

- A screen containing information regarding the kind of test
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(manual or automatic). If the test is being performed automati
cally. additional information has to be displayed regarding:

the time-point at which the start of the test-execution
begins. relative to the time-point the data-measurement
begins
the time-point the measurement of data ends (the test
ends) .

This information was retrieved from line 30 upto and including
34 of the inputdata-file (see Appendix I; Input-datafile
definition) containing the following information:

the type of test.
- the time-period between start of steering the MDE and the

start of measuring the data (delay before start of measure
ment). This time-period may be negative. stating that data
measurement has to be started first.

- the number of datapages the PIE-memory has to use to store
data and the total time of measurement. From this the total
measuretime was calculated (to set the timer).

A screen containing the minimal and maximal values of the
temperatures of the motor. planetary gear. harmonic drive. MDE.
angle encoder 1 and 2. IPA and the seal. Further the maximal
allowed torque and velocity on the output-axis. This information
was retrieved from line 5 upto and including 23 of the input
data-file (see Appendix I; Input-datafile definition). For this
screen it is required to be displayed during execution if the
test. This in order to give the operator the opportunity to
compare the values against values read from. with the breadboard
connected. displays.

Presenting this last screen. the operator has to be presented the
opportunity to start execution of the test (drive MDE. start data
measurement) .

3.4.4 Control test execution

After the operator has indicated he wants to start the test.
depending on the type of test. the test execution and data
measurement have to be started. For this two type of test is of
importance. either being manual or automatic.

For an automatic test it is important to know what the delay
before start of measurement is. Is this

negative. first the data-measurement has to be started (send
/RUN to the PIE). the test-sequence has to wait the time-period
the absolute value of the delay indicates and the execution of
the test (MCE steering the MDE) has to be started (send command
START to the MCE) ,

- zero. the data-measurement has to be started together with the
execution of the test (MCE steering the MDE).

- positive. first the execution of the test (MCE steering the MDE)
has to be started. the test-sequence has to wait the time-period
the absolute value of the delay indicates and the data-measure
ment has to be started.
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Starting the MCE to steer the MDE, it is important to disable the
possibility for the operator to interrupt further execution of the
test-sequence, during sending commands to the MCE. This because
the interrupt routine also sends instructions and commands to the
MCE, which not have to be mixed up with the ones to start driving
the MDE.

For the manual test first the test-settings have to be send to the
MCE (see section 3.3.4.3). The last data-item of this is the first
velocity-setpoint (torque of feedback-gain is zero). Next it has
to be possible for the operator to :

send a new velocity-setpoint to the MCE. Whenever this is done,
the setpoint has to be send to the MCE,
start the measurement of data by the PIE whenever he wants to.
Whenever this is done the PIE has to be commanded (/RUN) to
start the measurement of data.

After the data-measurement has started, the operator still has to
be able to change the velocity-setpoint.

For all types of tests, the end of the test is indicated by the
PIE; whenever the PIE-memory is full, the test has to be ended by
sending the command STOP to the MCE. For this, the status of the
PIE (/READY) has to be retrieved regularly.

3.4.5 Read measurement data

After the test has ended, the raw data has to read from PIE-memory
to PC-memory under DMA and next stored in files (TEST{No}.1 etc.),
on hard-disk, in the working-directory.

Doing this can be entirely done with the DMA-cycle as defined in
section 3.3.3.5. This cycle was

select used PIE-memory size by investigating the, from the
input-datafile retrieved. test-setting regarding the number of
datapages,
reset the PIE-memory address-counter by sending the command
/RESET to the PIE. followed by a negative strobe-pulse,
initialize the PDMA-16 board to perform a DMA-transfer (1 page).

- start the DMA-transfer by sending the command /DMA to the PIE,
followed by a negative strobe-pulse,
check the PDMA-16 board status until the DMA-transfer has ended,
write the page containing the data, resident in memory, to files
on hard-disk. For this, one page of data has to be stored in two
files (the first two called TEST{No}.1 and TEST{No}.2) because
it is only possible to store 64k -1 bytes of data at once,
increase the extension the datafiles with raw data are named,

- retrieve the PIE-status (/PAGE, /READY) to check whether the
concerning page actually has been read in (/PAGE) and to check
whether more pages have to be read (/READY). If the more pages
have to be read in, the next cycle has to start initializing the
PDMA-16 board again.
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This results in the datafiles containing each 32 kbytes of raw
data.

3.4.6 Convert and store output-data

The conversion-program has to be started. operating on the files
with raw data with name TEST{No} in the working-directory and
leaving files with name DATA1.PRN etc. in the working-directory.
Operation of this conversion program is discussed in section
3.3.4.

Preceding the storage of the data on a diskette a check has to be
made whether the files containing the converted data actually
exist. This to make sure the operator knows about errors made at
conversion-time.

Next the operator has to be informed he has to put a formatted,
empty diskette into drive A:, after which giving control to the
operator to start writing the data to the diskette. The complete
data, existing of the input-datafile and the files containing the
converted data. have to be moved to the diskette. deleting them in
the working-directory. Next the file DEFAULTS, containing the
default test-settings as used during the test. has to be copied to
the diskette under the name DEFAULTS.PRN, leaving the original
resident in the working-directory. The extension ".PRN" assures
the LOTUS 1-2-3 program to be able to read the file as a print
file.

3.4.7 End the test-sequence

After all the data has been stored on diskette, the administration
of the concerned test has to be updated by setting the right
variables and putting them in the administration-file. Next the
variables. used during the test-sequence have to be cleared. if
applicable. ready to be used during the next test-sequence.



feedback-gain to keep the output-axis
a specific velocity.
be resident in the working-directory.

(for the used DC-motor; Clifton.1750)
(gain for output-shaft velocity)
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3.5 CH~NGE DEF~ULT TEST-P~RAMETERS

In order to create or edit the datafile containing the default
test-settings (DEFAULTS). a subroutine was required to do so. For
this subroutine it was required that :

the old parameter-values must be displayed.
the operator should be able change the parameters by indicating
one specific parameter to be change.
the file DEFAULTS has to be a sequential ASCII-file. in which
the parameters-values have to be resident on one line. separated
by commas.
the sequence in which they are stored has to be :

Vee: the voltage the MOE uses to steer the DC-motor.
KT : the torque sensitivity-constant (= motor-constant) of
the used DC-motor.
KFB the velocity
(harmonic drive) at

the file DEFAULTS has to

In order to implement the subroutine. the following sequence of
actions was set up :

if the file DEFAULTS does not yet exist (first run or deleted by
mistake) it has to be created. For this the next values have to
be used :

Vee 28 V
- KT 0.05 Nm/A
- KFB 500 Nms/rad

present a menu. containing
- the parameters to be chosen to change. together with the

latest values.
a choice to end the subroutine.

wait for the operator to make a choice.
give the opportunity to change the chosen parameter and update
this in the file DEFAULTS. presenting the new parameter in the
menu. Or
stop the subroutine whenever chosen.
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3. 6 THE COMPLETE TESTPROGRAM

Since not all functions, to be performed. are being carried out by
the test-sequence and the subroutine to change the default test
parameters. they have to be part of an enclosing program, called
the "testprogram". In this section the requirements regarding the
complete test program are defined. An operators gUide for the
testprogram may be found in Appendix II. while all the implemented
software is presented in [7].

3.6.1 Testprogram functions

For the testprogram, the following functions are identified to be
performed under operator control :

select a test by means of the testname (as mentioned earlier),
to perform the test-sequence on,
change the default test-parameters for the tests.
execute the test-sequence for the selected test,
keep track of the status of the tests (existing test. test done
yes or no) by means of an administration-file,
show the administration of all tests, on screen and/or printer.
to offer the operator the possibility to inspect the status of
all tests at once.
suspend to DOS to be able to check on presence of data-files
after a test-sequence has been performed, without ending the
testprogram.
end the testprogram.

These functions are optional; the may are may not be used by the
operator. For this reason, the test-program is chosen to be menu
driven; offering the operator a menu from which he can choose the
testprogram to perform a specific function. Choosing such a
function than has to result in the execution of a subroutine (such
as "Change default testparameters").

Regarding the above functions the next provisional menu's have
been identified :

the test-menu, offering the possibility to start the most
important functions of the test-program; being the test-sequence
and changing ~he default test-parameters.
the auxiliary-menu. offering the possibility to perform all
other functions.

In the next sections the functions and menu's are being discussed
in detail. Implementation of these items can be found in [7].

3.6.2 Testprogram menu's

3.6.2.1 The test-menu, start testprogram

The test-menu
For this, the

is the first menu to be presented to the operator.
test-menu has to be presented by the start-up
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subroutine of the test-program. from which all other menu's and
functions can be executed. The specific functions to be performed
by this subroutine are :

check whether an administration-file is available.
initialize all global variables used by the underlying sub
routines.
select a test. not being done. from the administration-file at
start-up.
offer simple method to choose a test,
give information on the selected test (testname, test done 7).
present the test-menu. containing :

execution of the test-sequence for the chosen test (see
section 3.4).

- changing of default test-parameters (see section 3.5).
the auxiliary-menu.

offer the operator the opportunity to choose from the menu or to
select a test.

In first instance. the tests are defined to be executed in
sequential order (as they are defined in the administration
file). Therefor selecting the test. is here chosen to be done by
defining two functions keys; each defined to select the test :

succeeding the current one.
preceding the current one.

In order to be able to choose another test at once. and not by
continuously choosing the previous or next test. provisions have
to be included in the auxiliary-menu.

3.6.2.2 The auxiliary-menu

The auxiliary-menu can be chosen to
from the test-menu. The specific
choose from. have to be :

be presented
functions.

to the operator
the operator may

select a test by means of the testname. (as required earlier)
show the administration of the tests. on screen and/or printer.
suspend to DOS.
end the testprogram.
return to the test-menu.

For some of these functions. additional requirements are presented
below.

Selecting a test by means of the testname includes the execution
of the next functions

give the operator the opportunity to type the new testname.
defined by maximal 8 characters and no extension.
check the testname against the tests defined in the administra
tion-file in order to make sure its a valid test. If not. the
operator has to be informed on this and he has to type a new
testname.
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- when leaving the subroutine. providing these functions. the
testprogram has to be continued by presenting the test-menu.
This is required because the goal of choosing a testname is to
execute the test-sequence for this test. started in the test
menu.

Showing the administration of the tests has to be done by offering
the operator the choice to show the administration
- on the screen for a quick survey.
- on the printer for a complete survey.

This again can be done by presenting the operator a menu from
which these functions. plus the possibility to return to the
auxiliary-menu. can be chosen.

For the administration. listed on the printer. it is also required
that the date and time. the listing is made. are printed. This to
determine at a later stage when the listing was made.

Before suspension to DOS. precautions have to be made regarding
directory-changes made under DOS. Since the testprogram operates
on data- and program files. stored in predefined directories. the
DOS-directory must always be the working-directory when the
testprogram is executing. For ·this. the name of the working
directory and the drive (C:\BB) has to be stored before suspen
sion. Next the operator has to be informed he can return to
execution of the testprogram by typing "EXIT" and suspension may
be done.

After returning to the testprogram. the DOS-directory must again
be set to the working-directory.
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4 WRIST JOINT MODELLING AND CONTROL

4.1 INTRODUCTION

4.1.1 Modelling and controller design

In order to design the MDCF. inclusive the control-algorithm for
the MCE. information was required concerning the open- and closed
loop behavior of the system. containing the MDE. motor. gears.
sensors and payload. From this. control design-parameters can be
defined such as sample-frequency. reqUired number of processors.
parameter ranges etc.

For this. HSS has asked the National Aerospace Laboratory (NLR)
for support. This support existed of modelling and analysis of the
joint. synthesis of a control-algorithm and identification of
expected problems [8]. Activities. concerning this and performed
by me at NLR. are described in this chapter. They include the
modelling and analysis of the joint. and testing of a simple PD
controller.

4.1.2 Breadboard test-objectives

Besides this. simulations were desired for breadboard purposes.
concerning velocity versus load-torque tests for parameter
estimation. These tests are performed by coupling an inverse gear
(400: 1) and an Eddy-current brake at the output shaft of the
second gear. providing a torque on the output-axis. For these
quasi-stationary tests. velocity feedback-gains had to be deter
mined to keep the velocity at a given value for different load
torques.
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4.2 WRIST-JOINT MODELLING AND ANALYSIS

In this section a mathematical model of the wrist-joint will be
derived. analog to the modelling in [8]. isolating non-linear
terms from the linear ones. This in order to simplify model
analysis. From this model. model-descriptions in transfer-function
and state-variable techniques will be derived in order to analyze
the open loop behavior of the system. According to the mathemati
cal model. a simulation-model is implemented with the MATRIXx

building-package System-Build [9]. including all non-linearities.

4.2.1 Mathematical models

In this section 2 mathematical models will be derived
- for a system with 2 gears.
- for a system with 1 gear.

Derivation of these models is done. because in the sequel only the
one-gear model will be used. while all parameters are given for
the two-gear system. As a result of these models. the parameters
for the one-gear model can be calculated from the ones given for
the two-gear system.

4.2.1.1 Mathematical model for a two-gear system

The joint contains a brushless DC-motor. driven by a Pulse-Width
Modulator (20 kHz). 2 gears (a planetary gear and a harmonic
drive) and a load. An illustration of this can be found in figure
4.2.1.

motor-

stator

motor
rotor

I
I

motor-axis

---

coupling-axis

first
gear

second
gear

joint-axis load

~

Figure 4.2.1 The total joint
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The motor is regulated by a Pulse-Width-Modulator (PWM). designed
such that the motor-current i~ follows the commanded motor-current
i o in a tight loop. Ideally. the motor-torque Tm is proportional
to the motor-current as :

Due to errors in the PWM. the motor-torque can be modelled as

with motor-torque implementation error.
= motor-constant.

(4.2.1)

The coupling between the motor and first gear (the motor-axis) can
be sketched as in figure 4.2.2. The mathematical model for this
coupling can be described by the equation:

(4.2.2)

with
I ....

Tm

D....

TNL....

inertia of the motor. motor-axis plus part of the
first gear. on motor-axis level.
torque provided by the motor.
viscous friction of the motor. motor-axis plus part of
the first gear. on motor-axis level.
non-linear friction (stiction and coulomb-friction).

on motor-axis level.
radius of first gear on motor-axis level.--
by coupling axis exerted force; intergear-force.
angular acceleration of the motor-axis.
angular velocity of the motor-axis.

friction

I

..-L

first bear on
motor-axis level

motor- Trn

-«---
stator

motor
rotor

motor-axis -«--- ~ ....
I

r1.1.

I

Figure 4.2.2 Coupling of the motor and first gear
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The coupling between the first and second gear (the coupling-axis)
can be sketched as in figure 4.2.3. The mathematical model for
this coupling can be described by the equation:

.
r 12Fg1 - (Dbcl>b + TNLb ) - r 21 Fg2 (4.2.3)

with
I b

r12
Fg1 =
Db =

TNLb

r21rg2
cl>b

d>b

inertia of part of the first gear, the coupling-axis
plus a part of the second gear, on coupling-axis
I eve I ,
radius of first gear on coupling-axis level,
on motor-axis exerted force motor,

viscous friction of part of the first gear, the axis
plus a part of the second gear, on coupling-axis
I eve I,
non-linear friction (stiction and coulomb-friction),

on coupling-axis level,
radius of second gear on coupling-axis level,
on joint axis exerted force,
angular acceleration of the coupling-axis,
angular velocity of the coupling-axis.

first gear on
coupling-axis level

I

second gear on
coupling-axis level

I

I

I

coupling-axis

f .1 t .rIC Ion

I
r21

1-«:--- 4>b

Figure 4.2.3 Coupling of the first and the second gear
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The coupling between the second gear and the load can be sketched
as in figure 4.2.4. The mathematical model for this coupling can
be described by the equation :

(4.2.4)

with

TNLc

inertia of part of the second gear. the joint-axis
plus the load. on joint-axis level.
radius of second gear on joint-axis level,
on coupling-axis exerted force,

viscous friction of the second gear. the joint-axis
plus the load, on joint-axis level,
non-linear friction (stiction and coulomb-friction).

on joint-axis level,
effective applied torque (external torque + apparent

torques due to motions of base and load),
angular acceleration of the joint-axis.
angular velocity of the joint-axis.

ci>c ---»-

-
- friction
- I-
- I
-
- ,

- coupling-axis load

r-- I
~

~

r--
~

r--

T... rr
---»-

, I
second gear on

joint-axis level

Figure 4.2.4 Coupling of the second gear and load
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The intergear-forces Fg1 and Fg2 exist of an elastic part.
proportional to the relative. angular displacement of the con
nected axis. and a viscous part. proportional to the relative.
angular velocity of the connected axis. In backlash these forces
are zero.

Without backlash the intergear-force in the first gear can be
modelled as

or with dg1r~1

Cg1r~1

r12/r11

(damping of the first gear)
(stiffness of the first gear)
(ratio of the first gear)

this becomes

In presence of backlash (b1
be modelled as :

~ of total deadzone) this force can

Fg1 d 1 C . ] C1 [ b1] for (cI> ...-n 1cI>b) < -bJ..-- cI>... -nJ..cI>b + -- cI> ...-n1cI>b +
r11 r11

0 for 1cI>... -n1cI>b l < b1

d 1 ' . ] ~[cI> ... -n1cI>b b 1] for (cI> ...-nJ..cI>b) > b 1--[cI>...-n1cI>b + -
r11 r11

Laplace-transformed this can be written (shorter) as

Fg1 for

o (4.2.5)

for

The same applies for the intergear-force in the second gear. for
which one can write :

Fg2
(d 2 s+c2) [(cI>b-n 2cI>C) + b2] for (cI>b-n 2cI> c) < -b 2r21

0 for lcI>b-n2 cI> c l < b2 (4.2.6)

(d 2s+c2)
[(cI>b-n 2cI>C) - b2] for (cI>b-n 2cI>C) > b 2r21

where d 2 = dg2r~J.. (damping of the second gear)
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(stiffness of the second gear)
(ratio of the second gear)

An illustration of the intergear-force Fg2 can be found in figure
4.2.5. In this, a block-diagram is drawn, with r 21Fg2 being a
torque defined on coupling-axis level.

The complete model is now defined by the equations (4.2.1) through
(4.2.6), from which the model for the one-gear system will be
derived.

b

+

~ WA "- ..... d 2s + C2 ..
'h

, , ,
b 2

-

I n21

cl>c

Figure 4.2.5 Illustration of the intergear-torque r 21 Fg2

4.2.1.2 Mathematical model for an one-gear system

For modelling analysis and implementations sake, the model descri
bed by the equations (4.2.1) through (4.2.6) will be simplified.
This is done by taking the first gear to be rigid in comparison to"
the second gear. This is a valid assumption since, for the first
gear, the torque and angular displacement on the input-axis, are
passed to the output-axis much better then for the second gear.
This will become clear in section 4.2.2, in which the model
parameters are presented (see NOTE there) .

For the first gear taken to be rigid it means that :
the backlash in the gear will be neglected (b 1 = 0),
the stiffness will be taken to be infinite (C1 -) 00)

the angular position of the input-axis is the angular
position of the output-axis, times the gear ratio (cI>a =
n 1 c1>J::»

By eliminating the intergear-force of the first gear in the
previous determined equations for the two-gear model, we can
derive the mathematical model for the system having one gear.
Rewriting equation (4.2.3) gives an expression for the intergear
force of the first gear on the coupling axis.
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With this. equation (4.2.2) can be written as

Rewriting this equation with ~a

n1 = r12/r11 gives :

T - [(D +Db ) ci> + (T +TNLb)] _ r 21F~ a n~ a NLa n1 n1 g2 (4.2.7)

with all parameters calculated to
values defined before the first
intergear-force Fg2 (4.2.6) can
the motor-axis level as :

motor-axis level; that is. there
gear (see figure 4.2.1), The

be rewritten as to be defin~d on

Fg2 1 d 2 C2 [ ] for (~ ....-n1n2~b) < -n 1b 2---(~s+~) (~ ....-n1n2~e)+n1b2n1 r21 n n

0 for 1~....-n1n2~bl < n 1b 2 (4.2.8)

--1_(d~s+C~)[(~....-n1n2~e)-n1b2] for (~ ....-n1n2~b) > n 1b 2r21 n n

Equations (4.2.1). (4.2.4). (4.2.7) and (4.2.8) define the
mathematical model for a one-gear system. By defining

1 1 I .... + I b inertia on motor-axis level
n~

D1 D.... + Db viscous friction on motor-axis level
n~

TNL1 TNL.... + TNLb not-linear friction on motor-axis level
n1

4>1 ~ .... angular velocity of motor-axis

d d 2 gear-damping
n~

c = C2 gear-stiffness
n~

Fg
Fg2 intergear force on motor-axis level
n1

b = n1b 2 ~-backlash on motor-axis level
n n1 n2 gear-ratio

1 2 = Ie
D2 Dc
TNL2 TNLe

4>2
.
~e

inertia on joint-axis level
viscous friction on joint-axis level
non-linear friction on joint-axis level

angular velocity of joint-axis

we can write
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Trn = K.ni rn + Trn• (4.2.1)..
(D1 4?1I1~1 Trn + TNL1 ) - r 21 Fg (4.2.9)

I 2¥2 nr21 Fg - (D2~2 + TNL2) + T. rr (4.2.10)

Fg
(dS+C)[{~1_n~2) + b] for (~1-n~2) < -b
r21

0 for 1~1-n~21 < b (4.4.11)

(dS+C)[{~1_n~2) - b] for (~1-n~2) > b
r21

From these equations we can sketch the Laplace-transformed model
as in figure 4.2.6; originating from reference [8].
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TNL~
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1
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D~

Trn..

+ - -
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Figure 4.2.6 Wrist joint, one gear model
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In order to isolate the non-linear
intergear-torque r 21 Fg is depicted
with figure 4.2.5). Using this figure,
rewritten in the time-domain, as :

terms for the linear, the
as in figure 4.2.7 (compare
equation (4.2.11), can be

with B for
for
for

1

+
+

"" "" .,. \. ds + c "-

\c>t ,.
'\)f

,." .. "
- +

'" * B,

I n I
+ ~2

Figure 4.2.7 Illustration of the intergear-torque r 21 Fg

Lumping this and equation
(4.2.10) at last gives

(4.2.1) in equations (4.2.9) and

[I1¥1 + (D 1+ d)~1 + C~1]

[I2¥2 + (D2+n2d)~2 + n2c~2]

n(d~2+c~2)

n(d~1+c~d

. (4.2.12)
with T<11 Trne TNL1 (cB+dB) ] non-linear

T<12 Terr TNL2 + n(cB+d13) terms
B b for (~1-n~2) < -b

]n~2-~1 for l~1-n~2J < b backlash
-b for ~1-n~2 ) b effects

This equation (4.2.12) will be used in the sequel for model analy
sis.
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4.2.2 Model-parameters

The model-parameters have been taken to be the breadboard-parame
ters as estimated by SPE and HSS [101. They will be given for the
axis on which they apply and lumped together for the one-gear
model.

Values on motor-axis level :
Inertia motor and resolver 1.46E-3 kgm2 (SPE)

1th gear on this level Neglected
Vise. damp. motor 1.2E-5 Nms/rad (SPE)

1th gear 1.2E-3 Nms/rad (SPE)
Stiction motor 1.27E-2 Nm (SPE)

1th gear 4E-2 Nm (SPE)
Coul. fric. motor 6.4E-3 Nm (SPE)

1th gear 3E-2 Nm (SPE)
Stiffness 1th gear 1.111E3 Nm/rad (SPE)
Backlash 1th gear 4.36E-3 rad (SPE)
Gear-ratio 1th gear 4 (SPE)

Values on coupling-axis level :

Inertia 1th gear on this level 3.55E-4 kgm2 (HSS)
resolver 1.47E-5 kgm2 (HSS)
coupling and axis 2.32E-5 kgm2 (HSS)
2n d. gear on this level 1.5E-3 kgm2 (HSS)

Vise. damp. 2n d. gear 1.5E-3 Nms/rad (SPE)
Stiction 2n d. gear 2E-1 Nm (SPE)
Coul. fric. 2n d. gear 1.7E-1 Nm (SPE)
Stiffness 2n d. gear 3E1 Nm/rad (SPE)
Backlash 2n d. gear 2E-2 rad (SPE)
Gear-ratio 2n d. gear 1E2 (SPE)

(FSS)
(FSS)

and brake

this level 3.45E-2 kgm2 (HSS)
2.36E-3 kgm2 (HSS)
2E-5 kgm2 (HSS)
1.025E-3 kgm2 (HSS)
3.64E-4 kgm2 (HSS)
1.025E-3 kgm2 (HSS)
2.58E-5 kgm2 (HSS)
5E1 kgm2 (SPE)
4.5E-1 Nms/rad (SPE)

available for stiction and coulomb-friction.
in simulations done by Fokker

1E1 Nm
: 7 Nm

2n d. gear on
inductosyn
axis
torque-meter
axis
torque-meter
axis
inverse gear

joint-axis level
Inertia
Values on

Vise. damp.
Since no values~where

we take them to be as
Stiction
Coul. fric.

NOTE From these parameters it can be concluded that the stiff
ness of the first gear is much higher than the stiffness of
the second gear. Calculated to motor-axis level. they
relate as 1.111E3 to 1.875 Nm/rad. This means that the
first gear passes the torque and angular displacement of
the input-axis much better to its output-axis than the
second gear does.
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From the given breadboard-parameters, we can calculate the model
parameters as they are lumped in section 4.2.1.

d
c
b
n

30/42

~*0.02*4

4*100

1.58E-3
1.31E-3
1.027E-1
7.89E-2

o
1.875
4E-2
4E2

4E-2
50 .. 100
4.5E-1
1E1
7

kgm2
Nms/rad
Nm
Nm

Nms/rad
Nm/rad
rad (~-backlash)

kgm2 without inverse gear and brake
kgm2 with inverse gear and brake
Nms/rad
Nm
Nm

Some remarks will be made at this point
the parameters on the output-axis are highly unreliable due to
coarse estimation. Since they are the best available, they still
will be used for simulations.
the inverse gear actually has its own backlash area. Since it
will only be used for breadboard tests, for which the joint
velocity is controlled, no inaccuracies are expected from it. At
constant velocity. the gear is not in its backlash-area (the
gear-teeth constantly make contact). The backlash will only
cause inaccuracies during a velocity-setpoint change, for this
the relative displacement of the connected axis can cause the
gear to get into backlash.
for position-control design, the load-inertia 1 2 will taken to
be larger than the given value of 4E-2 kgm2 since this is highly
unrealistic for a real joint.
According to FSS: 1 to 10 kgm2 for an empty arm,

2E5 to 1.3E6 kgm2 during "berthing"
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4.2.3 Model analysis

Neglecting the
section 4.2.1.2
the model will
equations.

non-linear terms. the model. being developed in
(equation (4.2.12». is 4 th order. In this section
be described in transfer-functions and state-space

4.2.3.1 Transfer functions

The transfer functions can be obtained by taking the Laplace
transformed equation (4.2.12) and rewriting (d = 0).
Defining [8] m11(s) I 1s2 + (D1+d)s + c I 1s2 + D1s + c

m12(s) -n(ds+c) -nc
m21(s) -n(ds+c) -nc
m22(s) 12s 2 + (D2+n2d)s + n2 c 12s 2 + D2s + n2 c

we can write

[

m11 (S)

m21(s)

Defining

[
K.nJ . [Tcu (s)JIc(S) +
o Td2 (s)

the determinant of the above matrix. and

1 [m22 (s)
<5 ( s ) -m21 (s )

-m12 (s)J

m11(s)

the inverse of the above matrix. we can write :

[

Td1 (s)J+ M-1
Td2 (S)



m21 (s)T () + m11(S)T (S)
O(S} d1 s O(S) d2
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The transfer-functions thus are :

"'1(S) = v m22(S). ( ) + m22(s}T (s)
"J! nm 6(s) Ie S O(S) d1

_v m21 (S). ( )
nm O(S) Ie S

m12 (S )T ()
6(s) d2 s

(4.2.13)

The functions o(s), m11(s) etc. for the complete 4 th order model
are

[111 2] S4

+ [11D2+1 2D1]s3

+ [(n2 11+1 2 )c + D1D2]S2

+ [(n2D1+D2 )c]S1

+ [0] sa

m11(s)
m12(s)
m21(s)
m22(s)

o(s)

1 1 s 2

-nc
= -nc

1 2 s 2

(4.2.14)

When ignoring all damping (D1 0) we have

m11(s)
m12(s)
m21(s)
m22(s)

0' (s)

1 1 s 2 + c
-nc
-nc
1 2 s 2 + n 2 c

(4.2.15)

When considering the gear to be rigid, we can derive the 2nd order
model (for the stiff system). This is achieved by taking the limit
c-) 00 for all transfer-functions. For these:

lim m11(s) 1
c-)oo o(s) (n2 11+1 2 )s2 + (n2D1 +D2 )s

lim m12(s) -n
c-)oo o(s) (n2 11+1 2 )s2 + (n2D1 +D2 )s

lim m21(s) -n
c-)oo o(s) (n2 11+ I 2) S2 + (n2D1 +D2 )s

lim m22(s) n2
c-)oo o(s) (n2 11+1 2 )s2 + (n2D1 +D2 )s
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This results in the 2nd order model.
belonging to equation (4.2.13) are:

for which the functions

m1l.(s) 1
m12(s) = -n
m2l.(s) -n (4.2.16)
m22(s) = n 2

o"(s) = [n2 Il.+I 2 ]s2 + [n2 Dl. +D 2 ] S

For the motor-axis position. transmission-zero's can be found. in
the 4 th order model. for m22(s) = 0 at

r
with the additional zero for the motor-axis velocity at

For the joint-axis position no transmission-zero's occur. while
for the velocity again the zero is found in the origin.

Poles can be found by viewing the undamped 4 th order model
(4.2.15). for o(s) = 0 giving

o

where the real poles Pl.. 2 are those viewed by the 2nd order model
(4.2.16). giving:

o

Total Transmission zero's

motor-axis) (4.2.17)

Z3 0 (for velocities. cancelling the pole Pl.)
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Total : Poles at approximately

(4.2.18)

In figure 4.2.8 these poles's and zero's are sketched in the s
plane.

Position

Velocity

Motor-axis

1

°1-*---- ------f

01
I

1
°

-*---~I------1

Joint-axis

1

r-*-1-----1
1
I

1

r-*---~I------1
1
I

Figure 4.2.8 Pole-zero locations in the s-plane

Figure 4.2.9 illustrates the behavior of the poles for increasing
payload. As can be calculated, the real poles P 1 and P 2 are indeed
as stated above. while the complex conjugated poles P3 and P4 have
an additional damping factor (neglected in the undamped 4 th order
model). This damping-factor has a minimum for a specific payload
I 2 . This payload. for which the damping-factor is minimal, need
not be 4 kgm2 as would appear from the sketch in figure 4.2.9.
since this figure is interpolated by hand.
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NOTE in figure 4.2.9 the scaling of the y-axis is 2000 times
larger than the scaling of the x-axis.

The drawn poles are

o
= -0.828

-0.226 ± 548.8j

4 kgm2 :
P:1 0
P 2 -0.818
P 3 • 4 -0.0618 ± 276.02j

100 kgm2 :
P:1 0
P 2 -0.595
P 3 • 4 -0.119 ± 64.7j

505.6 kgm2
P:1 0
P 2 -0.27699
P 3 • 4 -0.27651 ± 42.188j

The damping for the
real and complex
poles is the same

3E4 kgm2 :
P1.
P2

P3 • 4

o
-0.00694
-0.411 ± 34.6j

o-.1-.2-.3-.6-.7-.8

~
~~p~-...

~ \
~~

P:a, --H V
'1.1.'" ~~

~ 1DO ..... 11.'"
"'"

i ~

"'" ).fO'f ~
~ 1\

~4
~ J

r., -"" V

0-V
-600

-.9 -.5 -.4
REAL

Figure 4.2.9 Pole-plot for 1 2 = 1, 4, 100 and 3E4 kgm2

600

400

200

>-
0::
<l:
Z 0<3
<l:
~

-200

-400

(1 2 »1.7E-7 kgm2), the transmission-
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zero's of the motor-velocity will suppress the influence of the
input at the frequency :

(4.2.19)

while the complex conjugated poles define the resonance frequency

(4.2.20)

From this. it can be seen that for the motor-axis velocity the
following equation is valid

(4.2.21)

Bode-plots have been made for the motor-axis velocity and joint
axis position, because, in the sequel, these will be used for
feedback in closed-loop simulations. The plots can be found in
figure 4.2.10 and 4.2.11 (detailed) for a payload of 1 kgm2 and in
figure 4.2.12 for a payload of 3E4 kgm2.

The effect of the real poles is most visible in figure 4.2.10. For
this. the slope of the joint-axis position starts with -20
dB/decade (due to the pole in the origin P 1 ), while at Q = 0.8
rad/sec the gain-slope decreases with 20 dB/decade for the motor
axis velocity and joint-axis position (due to the pole P2 ). For 1 2

= 3E4 kgm2 . in figure 4.2.12, this last effect would occur at a
frequency of 7E-3 rad/sec, outside the border of this figure.

The resonance peak (due the complex conjugated poles) can be found
at the frequency as described in equation (4.2.20). The damping of
this peak also depends of the payload magnitude (as in figure
4.2.9). For 1 2 ~ 3E4 kgm2 , this resonance-peak is, for the joint
axis position, lower than for 1 2 = 1 kgm2, due to the higher
damping. For the motor-axis velocity this effect is not visible
due to the presence of the "transmission-zero-peak". Further one
can see that for the motor-axis velocity the "transmission-zero
peak" is always smaller then the resonance-peak (as in equation
(4.2.21». These peaks coincide for 1 2 = 0 kgm2 at Q -) 00, as is
slightly visible in figure 4.2.10 for 12 = 1 kgm2.

For the phase-shifts it may be noticed that these are -90· for a
real pole and -180· at a resonance-peak (2 complex conjugated
poles). This is most visible in figure 2.4.10 for 12 = 1 kgm2. For
the "transmission-zero-peak" a phase-shift of 180· occurs (2
complex conjugated zero's), best visible in figure 2.4.12 for 12 =
3E4 kgm2 .
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4.2.3.2 State space representation

In the sequel of this chapter. the state space representation of
the model will be used for model-implementation verification and
position-control analysis. For these. this representation will be
given here.

The state space representation of the 4 th order can be obtained
from equation (4.2.12). This results in

.
~1 0 1 0 0

¥1 -c/I 1 -(D1 +d)/I 1 nc/I 1 nd/I 1

~2 0 0 0 1

¥2 nc/I 2 nd/I 2 -n2 c/I 2 -(D2 +n 2 d)/I 2

0 0

+ K.n/I 1 ic: + Td 1 /I 1

0 0

0 Td2 /I 2

(4.2.22)

y

The state representation of the 2nd

obtained from equations (4.2.13 and
equations in time-domain are :

order stiff model can be
4.2.16). From these the

- 1 2
~1 (1 1 +-2. )n

~1
n

resulting in
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:][::]
(4.2.23)

y [::]
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4.2.4 Model implementation and verification

The model as presented in figure 4.2.6 was implemented with the
Matrixx , building package System-Build [8,9]. A brief description
of this package can be found in Appendix III. The implementation
[8] has been adjusted to include stiction and coulomb friction and
modified for the parameters as presented in section 4.2.2.

Coulomb friction occurs if the velocity of an axis is not zero.
This torque always speeds down the axis on with it applies. Stic
tion, on the other hand, occurs for zero velocity. It can be seen
as a threshold-torque that the axis input-torque has to overcome
in order to speed-up the axis. An illustration of these frictions
can be found in figure 4.2.13.

friction [Nm]

T... t1c

----------f---------) velocity [rad/sec]

-Tct'

-T... t1c

Figure 4.2.13 Friction and coulomb friction terms

A description of the model implementation in System-Build. and the
verification for this. can be found in Appendix IV; Wrist-joint
model, implementation and verification. This model will be used,
in the sequel of this report, for all non-linear simulations.
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4.3 REQUIREMENTS ON SAMPLE-FREQUENCY FOR DIGITAL CONTROL

Ensuring good observability and control of the system. the sample
time will be chosen to be

T... i. '1r/4r sec (4.3.1)

with r being the radius of the smallest circle around the origin
in the s-plane. such that all poles are enclosed [11.p.187l. The
above means that the sample-frequency Q... is 8 times the radius of
the enclosing circle (Q ... = 2'1r/T. = 8r rad/sec). In figure 4.3.1 an
illustration of this can be found.

Q... /2

-Q... /2

Figure 4.3.1 Radius- and primary strip in s-plane

Mapping the primary strip

-j Q...
2 s j Q...

2 or _j '1r
T... s j '1r

T...

on the z-plane. results in the unit-circle (esT...
-'1r i. a i. '1r). However. mapping of the strip

ja
e with

-jr jr or .'1r
-J-- i. s i.

4T.
. '1r

J 4T...

results in a part (~) of this circle as depicted

For this one can state : esT... e ja with -'1r/4
the poles placed like this in the z-plane
controllability.

in figure 4.3.2.

i. a i. '1r/4. Having
this. ensures good
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Figure 4.3.2 Pole-placement area in the z-plane

For the 4 th order model we have a pole on the negative. real axis,
having a distance to the origin of at most 0.83 (equation (4.2.18)
for 12 = 1 kgm2). The complex poles have a distance to the origin
of at least 34.45 (equation (4.2.18) for 1 2 -) 00 kgm2). A compari
son of the distance of the poles to the origin, can be seen in
figure 4.3.3. From this it can be read that the distance of the
complex poles is always much larger then that of the real pole,
for all possible payloads.

From this we can state that the radius of the enclosing circle is
approximately

being the distance of the complex poles to the origin.

This results in a required sample frequency of

(4.3.2)

A plot of required minimum sample-frequency versus payload can be
found in figure 4.3.4. In this figure it can be seen that for the
minimum payload of 1 kgm2 the required sample-frequency should be
at least 700 Hz, while a sample-frequency of 200 Hz may be used
for a minimum payload of 12.7 kgm2. In the figure, a limit is
reached for very high payloads. It can be seen that the sample
frequency should always be larger than 43.86 Hz (as can be
calculated from equation (4.3.2) for 12 -) 00), increasing for
decreasing payloads.
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These numbers are based on the parameters of section 4.2.2
and change for different parameters. E.g. for a stiffness
of 1.25 Nm/rad. the required sample-frequency for 1 2 = 1
kgm2 decreases to 570 Hz.
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4.4 DIGITAL VELOCITY CONTROL FOR BREADBOARD MEASUREMENTS

The breadboard tests (see section 2.2). being done in the vacuum
chamber at FSS. include tests for which measurements will be done
at specific joint-velocities and with external torques, exerted on
the joint-axis. These tests are performed by coupling an inverse
gear (400 : 1) and an Eddy-current brake at the output shaft of
the second gear, providing a torque on the output-axis. For this
the payload on joint-axis level (I2) is from 50 upto 100 kgm2 . The
tests require a velocity-control that has to prevent drifting of
the joint-axis velocity for a specific torque applied to the
joint-axis. The control has to be digital. to make it possible to
change the feedback-gain easy, according to information gained
from previous tests. The required control is visualized in figure
4.4.1. in which it is still undetermined what velocity is to be
fed back.

Trne Teot:t:

model as
in figure
4.2.6

~~ 'I
L...-__......

Figure 4.4.1 Velocity control

0.05, 0.10, 0.15 and 0.20 rad/sec (positive

In the vacuum-chamber,
external torques
negative) .
joint-velocities
and negative).

tests will be done for:
50. 100. 150 and 200 Nm (positive and

The objective of this section is to tests parameters (feedback
parameters, sample-frequencies) for the simple feedback controller
as in figure 4.4.1.

4.4.1 Analog feedback of the joint-axis velocity

Considering the 2nd order model. the transfer-function of the
linear joint-axis velocity can be deduced from equations (4.2.13
and 4.2.16) to be :

K.nn
(n2I~+I2)s + (n2D~+D2)ic(s) (4.4.1)
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having one pole, for

Analog feedback of the joint-axis velocity gives the commanded
motor-current i c to be

(4.4.2)

From equations (4.4.1) and (4.4.2), the closed loop transfer
function can be derived to be

Fast response of this first order system is obtained by decreasing
its pole :

s = (n2 D1 +D2 +K.....K.nn)
(n2 I 1 +I 2 )

and thus by increasing the feedback-gain K...... In figure 4.4.2 the
root locus for the 4 th order model is depicted for a payload of 75
kgm2 • In this it can be seen that the real pole indeed decreases
for increasing K...... while feedback of the complex poles makes the
model unstable for a feedback-gain larger than 3.1 (depicted as
the large asterisks). Due to parameter uncertainties. it would
well be possible for the joint-axis velocity to become unstable
even for smaller feedback-gains. Increasing resonance. and even
oscillation. makes feedback of the joint-axis velocity unsuitable.

~
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Figure 4.4.2 Rootlocus joint-velocity feedback
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4.4.2 Analog feedback of the motor-axis velocity

Considering the 2nd order model. the transfer-function of the
linear motor-axis velocity can be deduced from equations (4.2.13
and 4.2.16) to be

• _ m22 (s) .
~ d s) - s~ 6" (s) 1 c (s )

K.nn 2

(n2 1 1 +1 2 )s + (n2 D1 +D2 )i c (s) (4.4.3)

thus being. as expected. n times larger than ~2(S).

Analog feedback of the motor-axis velocity gives the commanded
motor-current i c to be :

(4.4.4)

From equations (4.4.3) and (4.4.4). the closed loop transfer
function for the motor-axis velocity can be derived to be :

Fast response of this first order system is obtained by decreasing
its pole :

s =
(n2 D1 +D 2 +K"K.nn2

)

(n2 1 1 +1 2 )

and thus by increasing the feedback-gain K". In figure 4.4.3 the
root locus for the motor-axis velocity for the 4 th order model is
depicted for a payload of 75 kgm2

•
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-
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Figure 4.4.3 Rootlocus motor-velocity feedback

In this it
increasing

can
Ky.

be seen
while

that the
feedback

real pole indeed decreases for
of the complex poles changes the
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system-resonance characteristics. No instability occurs for high
feedback-gains. due to the presence of the zero's on motor-axis
level. In the figure the poles indicated with the large asterisks
belong to a feedback-gain of 2.3. In the sequel. feedback of the
motor-axis velocity will be used. due to it's robustness against
instability.

4.4.3 Digital feedback of the motor-axis velocity

The z-transform of the open-loop 2nd order model is calculated for
the transfer-function G(s) in equations (4.4.3). with zero-order
hold.

G(z) ~ indicating the z-transform of .....

With this. the z-transform of the 2 nd order model with zero-order
hold can be calculated to be :

G(z)
.
~1(Z)

ic:(z)

1 -aTe-e
-aTz-e e

(4.4.5)

a =with
(n2D1+D 2 )
(n2 I 1+I 2 )

Te = the used sample-frequency.

Discrete feedback of the motor-axis velocity gives the commanded
motor-current i c to be :

(4.4.6)

From equations (4.4.5) and (4.4.6). the closed loop transfer
function for the motor-axis velocity can be derived to be :

.
ct>1(Z)

K~K=n2 [l_e-aTe] •
----------------------'~1r (z)

(n2D1+D2)[z-e-aTe] + K~K=n2 [l_e-aTe]

(4.4.7)

The sample-frequency can be calculated according to equation
(4.3.2). For the breadboard tests. the lowest possible payload 1 2
is 50 kgm2. For this, the highest possible sample-frequency of 108
Hz is calculated, decreasing for increasing payload. In the sequel
a payload of 75 Kgm2 will be used. being the average of the
possible payloads.

In order to chose a feedback-gain. some effects according sample
frequencies. feedback-gains and steady-state errors will be
studied.
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Sample-frequency versus feedback-gain

Digital feedback of the 4 th order model. according to figure
4.4.1. results in root-loci as can be found in figure 4.4.4. These
root-loci are made for sample-frequencies of 100. 75 and 50 Hz.

1.0

-90

ROOTLOCUS IN Z-PlANE:

100 Hz. Kv = a

o

6.25

1.0

o

-90

ROOTLQCUS IN Z-PlANE:

f s = 75 Hz. Kv = a .. 4.6

o

-90

ROOTL.O<::US IN Z-Pv.N£

f s = 50 Hz. Ky = a 3

Figure 4.4.4 root-loci for 1 2 75 kgm2

In these plots a pole can be found in z = 1. complex poles
shifting due to increasing Ky. and a real pole shifting to -1.
When this last pole is located between a and -1. the response of
the model will have an alternating damped output. while this pole
being smaller than -1. the result is an alternating expanding
output. For this. design has to be such that this pole does not
reach the origin. Table 4.4.1 gives the maximum feedback-gains
belonging to the studied sample-frequencies.
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Table 4.4.1
Maximum feedback-gains to
prevent alternating output

F", (Hz) Kv

100 3.25
75 2.4
50 1.6

Steady state error

Feedback of the motor-axis velocity causes a steady state error
since friction occurs in the system (see figure 4.2.6). If the
motor-axis velocity has set to its final value. the difference
between required velocity and actual velocity is used to liquidate
the frictions, leaving no torque left to accelerate the axis. For
the fed back 2na order model an illustration can be found in
figure 4.4.5. For this a gain K will be calculated. for which the
friction-losses can be compensated. This gain will be calculated
as if the joint-axis velocity was fed back, since in real this is
the axis to be controlled. This results in an adaption gain K,
with which the required joint-axis velocity has to be multiplied,
forming the "presented" velocity ~p on motor-axis level.

G(z)

Figure 4.4.6 The digital 2 na order fed back model

For the model as depicted in
described by equation (4.4.7).
joint-axis velocity leads to :

figure 4.4.6 the inner loop was
Adapting this, to control the

K
K.....Kn.n [ 1-e-aT",] •

---------------------'~2r (z)

(n2D1 +D2)[z-e-aT",] + KvKmn2 [l_e-aT",]

From this, for a step-input ~2r(Z)
error can be calculated to be :

~2r/[l-Z-11 the steady state
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lim
z-)l

This error can be made zero by taking the gain K to be

K (4.4.6)

For this gain, the factor containing the
to compensate for friction losses on
multiplied by n, converting the required
level to motor-axis level.

Considerations and parameter choice

viscous friction is used
motor-axis level. This is
velocity from joint-axis

From the previous a feedback-gain can be is chosen, bearing in
mind that

for increasing K~, robustness against model-uncertainties is
increased. For increasing K~ the term in equation (4.4.6),
compensation for viscous friction losses, is smaller,
for increasing K~, the sample-frequency has to be increased such
that no alternation oc-curs in the joint-axis velocity.
the minimum sample-frequency is about 50 Hz (four times the
highest system-frequency) to prevent for alternation of the
resonance on the joint-axis. (see figure 4.4.4).

For breadboard purposes, the sample-frequency had to
small as possible. leading to a sample-frequency of
this a feedback-gain of 1.25 is chosen to make sure no
due to the real pole occurs, and the adaption-gain
robust against model-errors.

4.4.4 Feedback of non-linear 4 th order model

be taken as
50 Hz. For

alternation
K is still

In the previous section an adaption-gain was calculated to
compensate for steady state errors. For the non-linear model the
term compensating the viscous friction has to be extended to
compensate also for coulomb-frictions and external torques. These
terms are independent of the required joint-velocity and con
stitute of an offset in the input. The presented required motor
axis velocity ~p is calculated from the required joint-axis
velocity ~2r by first multiplying it by the adaption-gain calcula
ted in the previous section, and next adding a term to compensate
for external torques and coulomb-frictions on motor-axis level.
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Thus for compensating for steady state errors, the velocity
presented to the system can be calculated from the required joint
velocity as :

(4.4.7)

with Tbr is the torque applies on the joint-axis. In comparison
with figure 4.2.6 it is equal to -Terr. positive for a braking
torque and negative for a speed-up torque.

This presented velocity consist of the required velocity on motor
axis level. an adaption-term to compensate for viscous friction on
motor-axis level. and an additional term to compensate for torque
losses. For this adaption gain, simulations are done. They have
been performed for required joint-axis velocities 0.05 and 0.20
rad/sec and for braking torques on the joint-axis 50 and 200 Nm
(Terr is negative). The simulations are depicted in figure 4.4.7.
For these the braking-torque is presented 2 seconds after start of
the simulation. Depicted are the joint-velocity (upper plot) and
the intergear-torque (lower plot) for the 4 combinations of
velocities and braking torques.

In the plots it may be seen that high resonance occurs for
setpoint-changes. even causing some resonance in the backlash area
(if intergear-torque becomes negative).

For the simulation with a required joint-velocity of 0.2 rad/sec
and a braking torque of 200 Nm. the joint-axis velocity stabilizes
at 0.22 rad/sec since the braking-torque compensated for is not
present. This leads on joint-axis level to an overcompensation of

0.02 rad/sec

It must be noted here that the feedback as presented above is
unpractical for real applications, since it requires that all
parameters have to be known. For test done with the breadboard
system however. the parameters can be deduced when presenting a
velocity to the fed back system and reading off the actual joint
velocity. From the discrepancies between actual joint-axis
velocity and required joint-axis velocity (~2r), from which the
presented velocity was calculated, the parameters can be calcu
lated. Since measurements are done on all axis of the breadboard.
distinction can be made for the parameters on different axis
levels (splitting up equation (4.4.7».
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Figure 4.4.7 Simulation-results for velocity control
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4.5 POSITION CONTROL (A PD-CONFIGURATION)

This chapter encloses the effects of a controller according to a
PD-configuration. To be controlled is the position of the joint
axis (Proportional feedback). ~n order to control stability. the
velocity will be fed back. In section 4.4 it was concluded that
feedback of the joint-velocity may cause instability. Therefore.
to control stability of the motor-axis dynamics. the motor-axis
velocity will be fed back (Derivative feedback). This was also
recommended in [8]. Feedback is visualized in figure 4.5.1.

Tmo Torr

I I
~2

~2r + + i c model as ....
,,-I I

~
,

...Il ,. ... 'P< '- "- in figure
"l ~ £1 KP1 "C~ • •

~1.. ;1' 4.2.6 ...,.
- -

I Kvl
~

Figure 4.5.1 The PD-configuration

In this section we :
calculate feedback parameters for control of the linear 2n~

order mode I ,
study the effect of feedback, with these gains, on the linear
4 tn order mode I .
study the effects of feedback, with these gains, on the non
linear 4 th order model.

Simulations will be done for step- and ramp-inputs. and for low
(10 kgm2

; empty robot-arm) and high (2E5 kgm2; berthing) payloads.

4.5.1 Control requirements and feedback-gains calculations

In flight the controller-input is a position command
main computer (HERA GN&C; Guidance. Navigation &
regular intervals. No'information is yet available
position trajectory look likes.

given. by a
Control). at
on how this

The controllers aim is to regulate the joint-axis position to
follow the position-command as close as possible. while steady
state errors have to be reduced to a minimum.

The controller output is a commanded motor-current (i c ) send to
the PWM (driving the motor). This causes a torque on the motor
axis. Since the commanded motor-current is limited to 15 A (to
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protect the motor). the motor-torque (T~)

(T~ = K~i~) .
is limited to 0.75 N~

(reasonable value)
(FSS)

(FSS)
(HSS)

Since no information is available on the position trajectory. the
position-command will be taken to be

a step.
- a ramp. until the desired position is reached.

The controller will first be studied to follow a step-input as
close as possible. For the 2nd order model. the transient response
requirements are given as :

- ~ercent overshoot (PO) on ~2 = 5 %
- ~2.~ax = 0.19 rad/sec.

Next the controller will be studied to follow a ramp-input to a
desired position. For this the transient response requirements are
given as :

- ~2.~ax < 0.19 rad/sec
output-torque < 300 N~

In the sequel. first general feedback parameters will be derived
for the 2nd model. in terms of desired damping and natural
frequency. Next these will be worked out. specified by the
requirements for step- c.q. ramp-inputs.

4.5.1.1 Linear continuous PD-control

In figure 4.2.9 it can be seen that the system can be approximated
by the 2nd order model (with stiff gear) for high payloads. i.e.
1 2 > n2 I 1 . Thus neglecting the complex poles.

For this 2nd order mode1. the general closed-loop transfer
function can be written as

~2(S)

with T
Qn

Qh
S2 + 2TQn S + Qh i c

damping ratio
natural frequency

(4.5.1)

Rewriting this transfer-function to a state-space representation.
we have (~2 = ~1/n)

[~1] = [-2TQn -nQh] [~1] + [Qh] i c
~2 lin 0 ~2 0

(4.5.2)

For the 2nd order model of the system we had (equation 4.2.23)

~ F~ + Gi c + Te
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with

[::] [- D1 +D 2 /n 2

:]x F 1 1 +1 2 /n 2

lin

~,+~/nJ e,+Td

,]G Te
1 1 +1 2 /n 2

0

Feedback of this model according to figure 4.5.1 causes the model
matrices to transform to :

F . = F - G[ K" KpJ

G := KpG

Neglecting the noise-term Te • equation (4.2.23) thus transforms to

or

G:] C-
D:l.+D 2 /n2 +K"Krn

1 1 +1 2 /n2

lin

(4.5.3)

Comparing equations (4.5.2) and (4.5.3). we can calculate the
required feedback-gains belonging to a desired damping-ratio and
natural frequency of the second order feedback system. Comparison
gives :

D1 + D2 /n 2 + K"Km
11 + 1 2 /n2

-nQh

giving solutions for the feedback-gains as
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(I1.+I 2/n2 )nQ~
Krn

(I1.+I2/n2 )2rQn - (D1.+D 2/n2 )
Km

(4.5.4)

As stated above. this solution is only valid for high payloads and
adaptions (or other design) have to be made for lower payloads. No
research has been done, to what these adaptions might be. In the
sequel however, simulations will be done for low payloads, in
order to study the effect.

4.5.1.2 Requirements on step-input

For the general closed-loop 2 nd order model, as in equation
(4.5.1), the derivative of a step-input can be showed to be [12,
p.1131

with

From this, the maximum can be determined to be at

(4.5.5)

dcl>2 (t) =
dt

rQ~ -rQnt . (t'"l Ilt) t'"l2 -7"Qn t (t'"l Ilt)-f3--e Sln ~Gn~ + ~Gne cos ~Gn~ o

From this i sin(Qn f3t) + COs(Qn~t)

Q. = tan(QnBt)
7"

arctan(13/r)
t rn... x = Q ~

n

o

So the maximum speed, as a result of an unit-step input, is
equation (4.5.5) at the time-point as calculated above, resulting
in :

•
~2,rn...x(t) Qn e-(r/~)arctan(13/r)sin(arctan(~/7"»

i3 (4.5.6)

Now equation (4.5.6) times the step-input magnitude A has to be
smaller than 0.19 rad/sec. This can be written as :



f(T)
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1 e-(T/B)arctan(B/T)sin(arctan(B/T»
i3

0.19
xrr;::-

defining a function. only depending on the damping-ratio T. Rewri
ting results in :

0.19
~ Af(T)

Since the peaktime Tp is defined as

we can require that

(4.5.7)

In figure 4.5.2 plots can be found for the normalized peaktime Tpn

versus the percent overshoot. e.a. for:

Tpn

PO

PO of
PO of
table

(PO.Tpn ) indicates a closed
larger than 1 rad/sec for an

In the figure a plot is depicted showing the function for a
o upto 100% and detailed. a plot showing the function for a
4 upto 20%. Numerical data of this last plot can be found in
4.5.1. The plots give the following information:

above the function-line. a point (PO.Tpn ) indicates a closed
loop system with a maximum speed smaller than 1 rad/sec for an
unit-step response.
on the function-line. a point (PO.T pn ) indicates a closed loop
system with a maximum speed equal to 1 rad/sec for an unit-step
response.
below the function-line. a point
loop system with a maximum speed
unit-step response.

Now. for a maximum step-input magnitude of 2~ the speed has to be
restricted to 0.19 rad/sec. This can be done by taking Tp to be
2~/0.19 times the normalized peaktime read from the plot.
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64.75 sec

The smallest peaktime is
4.5.1) leading to PO

Tp

obtained for
10.5 %

O~r9*1.9579

a PO of 10.5% (see table

For the required PO we have
PO = 5%

Tp O~r9*2.0067 66.36 sec

1 i
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Figure 4.5.2 Tpn versus PO for an unit-step input
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Table 4.5.1 Tpn versus PO for an unit-step input

PO Tpn PO Tpn PO Tpn

4.0 2.0367 7.0 1.9736 10.0 1.9581
4.1 2.0331 7.1 1.9725 10.1 1. 9580
4.2 2.0297 7.2 1. 9715 10.2 1. 9580
4.3 2.0264 7.3 1.9706 10.3 1.9579
4.4 2.0232 7.4 1.9697 10.4 1. 9579
4.5 2.0202 7.5 1. 9688 10.5 1.9579
4.6 2.0173 7.6 1.9680 10.6 1.9579
4.7 2.0145 7.7 1.9672 10.7 1. 9580
4.8 2.0118 7.8 1.9665 10.8 1.9580
4.9 2.0092 7.9 1. 9658 10.9 1.9581
5.0 2.0076 8.0 1.9651 11.0 1. 9582
5.1 2.0044 8.1 1. 9645 11.1 1. 9583
5.2 2.0021 8.2 1.9639 11.2 1. 9584
5.3 1.9999 8.3 1.9633 11.3 1.9586
5.4 1.9978 8.4 1.9628 11.4 1.9587
5.5 1.9958 8.5 1.9623 11.5 1.9589
5.6 1.9938 8.6 1.9618 11.6 1. 9591
5.7 1.9919 8.7 1. 9614 11. 7 1.9593
5.8 1.9902 8.8 1.9610 11.8 1.9595
5.9 1. 9884 8.9 1.9606 11.9 1.9598
6.0 1.9868 9.0 1.9603 12.0 1.9600
6.1 1.9852 9.1 1.9599 12.1 1.9603
6.2 1.9837 9.2 1.9596 12.2 1.9605
6.3 1. 9822 9.3 1. 9594 12.3 1. 9608
6.4 1.9808 9.4 1. 9591 12.4 1.9611
6.5 1.9795 9.5 1.9589 12.5 1.9615
6.6 1.9782 9.6 1.9587 12.6 1.9618
6.7 1.9770 9.7 1.9585 12.7 1.9622
6.8 1.9758 9.8 1.9584 12.8 1.9625
6.9 L 9746-- 9.9 1.9582 12.9 1.9629

These values for the peaktime are very large due to the small
maximum velocity required. This design has the disadvantage that
for step-inputs with magnitudes smaller than 2w the peaktime stays
large, while the maximum velocity of 0.19 rad/sec will not be
reached. For this, with the step-input magnitude A < 2w, the
maximum velocity is :

4>2. m .... x 0.19*~W ~ 0.19 rad/sec

Concluding, we have for the 204 order closed loop system, the next
requirements for a step-input.

PO 5 %
T p = 66.36 sec

leading to a damping-ratio and natural frequency of
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r 0.69
Qn 0.065

From equation (4.5.4). this gives the feedback-gains for a step
input to be :

(4.5.8)

NOTE 1 For these parameters. the poles of the
2 n4 order system as in equation (4.5.1)

-0.045144 ± jO.047342

linear,
are :

fed back

NOTE 2 Since the position-setpoint change (A) is a priory known,
the previous design can be changed by taking T p to be
A/0.19 times the normalized peaktime. read from the
table. For a PO of 5%. this leads to :

PO 5 %

T p 0~19*2.0067 = 10.56*A sec

For this a damping-ratio and natural frequency of

r 0.69
Qn O.411/A-

can be calculated. and with equation (4.5.4) this leads
to the parameter-gains

K
p

(I1+~:/n2 )*1351.37

Kv = (I1+~2/n2 )*11.34 - 0.0263

For A
above.

2~, this leads indeed to the calculated values

With this design the peaktime Tp can be made as short as
possible for the requirements given. The maximum joint
axis velocity will always be 0.19 rad/sec. For this
design no simulations have been done. Simulations are
limited to the ones for the above calculated feedback
gains. for a maximum input-step of 2~.
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4.5.1.3 Requirements on ramp-input

Requiring the position-command to be a ramp-input (A/s2). the
following equations hold

PO"'2A(l + 100 ) ~ 0.19 rad/sec (4.5.9)

stating that the velocity will always be less than 0.19 rad/sec.
and for the 2nd order model. equations (4.2.13/4.2.16) (neglecting
(n 2 D1.+D2)~2 )

stating that the effective torque provided by the joint-axis. has
to be smaller than 300 N=.

From equation (4.5.6). now for 4>2(t). we can require as before
that

or

With the definition for the peaktime this leads to

(4.5.11)

The requirements for control are now given by the equations
(4.5.9) and (4.5 .1.U .-For a percent overshoot of 5% (on motor-axis
velocity) we have

A = 0.18 =>

=>

'r = 0.69

From equation (4.5.4). this gives the feedback-gains for a ramp
input to be ;

(4.5.12)
K" 0.595
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4.5.2 Feedback of linear 4 th order model

Feedback of the 4 th

representation of
transform to

order linear
the open-loop

model. causes the state space
model (equation (4.2.22» to

With

K

the fed back
of the non
linear. 4 th

payloads.

F and G as in equation (4.2.22)

In order to gain some insight in the behavior of
linear model and for comparisons with the feedback
linear model. simulations are done for this fed back.
order model for step- and ramp-inputs and high and low

Step-input. high payload

According to equation (4.5.8) we calculate the feedback-gains
for a high payload (1 2 = 2E5 kgm2

) and a step-input :

Kp = 42.85
K" 2 . 2 34" -- ..---... --

For these feedback gains. the poles of [F - GKl are

-0.0453 ± jO.0475
-26.03
-45.4

(as required. NOTE 1; section 4.5.1.2)

The two real poles are the result of feedback of the. in the 2nd

order model. neglected complex poles. The step-response of the 4 th

order can be found in figure 4.5.3. From this it can be seen that
the response is like expected; an overshoot of 5% on the position.
while the peaktime is 66.24 sec.

The maximum joint-velocity is 3,03E-2 rad/sec and would be 2~

times larger (0.19054 rad/sec) for a step-input with maximum mag
nitude of 2~.
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Figure 4.5.3 Step-response linear 4 th order model. I 2 =2E5 kgm2

Ramp-input. high payload

According to equation (4.5.12) we calculate the feedback-gains for
a high payload (1 2 = 2E5 kgm2 ) and a ramp-input

Kp 3.245
Kv 0.595

Simulations can be found in figure 4.5.4. For this simulation a
ramp was presented to the model. with a slope of 0.18 (A) until
the desired commanded input (1) was reached. For an unit-position.
it means a ramp from 0 to 1/.18 = 5.~ seconds. In the figure it
can be seen that the ramp is very badly followed.
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Figure 4.5.4 Ramp-response linear 4 th order model. 12 =2E5 kgm2

From the joint-axis position-error

E(s)

the steady state error for a ramp-input (R(s) A/s2) can be
calculated. in case the ramp-input should be continued after 5.Z
seconds. For this :

e,..,...:r ....rnp
1 im

s-)o sE(s) lim A
s-)o

A 27'
Qn
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11.04* (l1+12/n 2
)

13.82

with the calculated parameters for a ramp-input. From this it may
be concluded that using this design for ramp-inputs for high
payloads. poor results may be expected.

Step-input. low payload

When having a low payload on the joint-axis. the feedback-gains
for a step-input should be calculated with equation (4.5.8). For
1 2 = 10 kgm2 the feedback-gains are :

Kp 0.0562
Kv -.0233

For these gains. the poles of the fed back 4 th order. linear model
are

-0.0451 ± jO.04751
-0.0234 ± j176.6

(as required. NOTE 1. section 4.5.1.2)

The last two. complex conjugated poles define a high resonance
frequency (176.6 rad/sec). as a result of feedback of the original
complex poles of the open loop system. The calculation of the
feedback-gains was done for the 2nd order model. valid for high
payloads. These relative low damped complex poles give raise to
resonance effects on disturbances.

The step-response of the fed back 4 th order model is depicted in
figure 4.5.5. In this some resonance can be found on joint-axis
level. since the inertia of this is relatively smaller than the
inertia on motor-axis level (11 : 12/n2 = 1.58E-3 : 6.25E-5). This
resonance occurs because the simulation is done with the model
created in Super-Build. all non-linearities set to zero. The
blocks representing these non-linearities however. are still
incorporated. causing minor non-linear effects.

In the figure it can be seen. that an overshoot of 7% is present
and the peaktime is 58 seconds. The maximum joint-axis velocity.
for a step-input of 2~ rad. would be 2~*0.034 = 0.214 rad/sec.
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Figure 4.5.5 Step-response linear 4 th order model. 1 2 =10 kgm2

Ramp input, low payload

For a ramp-input, with a slope of 0.18 (A) until the desired
commanded input (1) is reached, the feedback-gains for a low
payload (1 2 = 10 kgm2) should be :

Kp = 2470.44
Kv = 0.595

For these gains, the poles of the fed back model ([F - GK]) are

-9.5153 ± j9.9342
-0.33633 ± j176.03
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Also here disturbances will give raise to (low damped) resonance,
due to the feedback of the, in the 2nd order model neglected,
complex poles. Simulation can be found in figure 4.5.6, showing
the joint-axis velocity to have an overshoot of 5% and a maximum
of 0.19 rad/sec as required. Resonance can be observed in the
joint-axis velocity. The frequency of this resonance is 28 Hz,
proving to be correct, since (from the poles) 176.03/2~ = 28.02
Hz.
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Figure 4.5.6 Ramp-response linear 4 th order model, 12 =10 kgm2

From these linear simulations, one can conclude that feedback for
low payloads will be more difficult than for high payloads, due to
the relative low damped complex poles of the open loop system (see
figure 4.2.9). Exited by disturbances these cause resonance on
joint-axis level.
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The peaktime for a step-input is very large, due to the require
ment that the joint-axis velocity has a maximum of 0.19 rad/sec.
With the design as mentioned in section 4.5.1.2, NOTE 2, this
peaktime can be made smaller, for setpoint-changes smaller than
2~.

The requirement that the delivered torque is smaller then 300 Nm
causes the response, of a ramp-input for a high payload, to be
very slow. For a step-input this requirement has not been investi
gated, but will be incorporated indirectly in the non-linear
model, for which the motor-torque will be limited.

4.5.3 Feedback of non-linear 4 th order model

Next simulations where done for the fed back non-linear model.
This model (see Appendix IV; Wrist-joint me·del, implementation and
verification) includes :

saturation of the commanded motor-current i c (15 A),
limiting the motor-torque to 0.75 Nm at motor-axis level (=

300 Nm on joint-axis level),
stiction on motor- and joint-axis level,
coulomb-friction on motor- and joint-axis level,
backlash in the gear.

Simulations are done for this fed back, non-linear, 4 th order
model for the same inputs and payloads as in the previous section.

Step-input, high payload

The feedback-gains are again taken to be :

K p 42.85
K~ 2.234

as in the previous section. For this the simulation results are
depicted in figure 4.5.7. In this it can be seen that at first the
intergear-torque on joint-axis level (plot c) settles to the
available torque (nT~) minus the frictions in the system. For this
it can be calculated that

nTcr1 - TCr2 = 261.44 Nm

neglecting the viscous frictions. For a step-input of

this does not happen, since than no saturation occurs.

Resonance may be observed on motor-axis level (plot d), caused by
the non-linearities on this level. This resonance is well damped
by the coulomb-friction, as additional simulations showed. The
resonance frequency, as been read from the results, was 5.5 Hz,
being the resonance frequency of the open-loop system.
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34.5 rad/sec - 5.49 Hz

Since the intergear-torque is limited due to the limitation of the
commanded motor-torque, the velocity of the joint-axis increases
almost linear as

1.307E-3 rad/sec 2

This proves to be correct, since from the figure it can be read
that

1.3E-2
10 = 1.3E-3 rad/sec 2
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Figure 4.5.7 Step-response non-linear model, 12 = 2E5 kgm2

On the moment, feedback causes the motor-torque to come out of
saturation, the response acts linear until the gear comes in his
backlash area (Tg2 = 0 Nm). This causes no special effects and
damping occurs until the motor-axis stands still. At this moment,
stiction occurs on motor-axis level and the intergear-torque
decreases fast because the joint-axis position still increases.
This happens until the gear gets in the backlash area. Damping on
joint-axis level next causes this axis to stop. The end-position
of the joint-axis is 0.999 rad.
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The limitation of the commanded motor-current i c causes the
velocities to be lower as in the linear case, and the controlled
joint to react slower. This effect increases with increasing step
input magnitude and is not present for ~2rKp < 15 Ampere at start
up.

Start-up problems occur for :

or 0.06

thus for 1 2

and for 1 2

start-up problems for ~2r ~ 0.048 rad,
start-up problems for ~2r ~ 36.53 rad,

making this design unsuitable for a step-input for low payloads.

NOTE If the calculation of the feedback-gains was taken to be
the one as in NOTE 2, section 4.5.1.2, start-up problems
would occur for

This means that for 1 2 2 1234.5 kgm2 start-up problems will
occur for ~2r 2 2~. Since this is never reached, this
design is good (for large payloads) against start-up
problems due to stiction, besides it is faster for lower
step-inputs.

Ramp-input, high payload

For a ramp-input, the gains are again taken to be

Kp 3.245
K...... 0.595

For this, in first instance, the required motor-torque. would have
to be larger than the stiction on motor-axis level,

or ~2r > 0.633

This is not acceptable for making small setpoint changes and
simulations have not been carried out here.
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Step-input, low payload

For a step-input on the non-linear model and a low payload (10
kgm2

) on the joint-axis, the feedback-gains are again taken to be

Kp 0.0562
K~ -.0233

Simulations with the non-linear model had no effect here since (as
stated earlier) than the step-input should be larger than 36.55
rad. This makes this design unsuitable for step-inputs on systems
with low payloads.

Ramp input, low payload

Since for a low payload (10 kgm2 ) , the feedback-gains are

Kp 2470.44
K~ 0.595

for a ramp-input. the stiction is overcome quickly. At start this
stiction is overcome at an input-magnitude of :

~2r > Tet~c1 = 8.314£-4 rad
K~p

For the ramp-input. this happens at t 1 8.314£-4/0.18
sec. after start (ramp increases upto 1 in 5.~ sec).

4.62£-3

Simulations for this can be found in figure 4.5.8. Here resonance
can be observed in plot b for the joint-axis velocity (low
payload). The frequency of this resonance is again 28 Hz as for
the linear simulation.

For this non-linear simulation, the resonance amplitude is much
higher than for the linear simulation. This appeared to be due to
stiction. At first the motor-torque has no effect since this is
lower then the stiction. On the moment that the stiction is
overcome. the small resulting step excites the model. eXiting the
complex poles 0.33633 ± j176.03. An illustration of this step can
be found in figure 4.5.9.
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Figure 4.5.9 Stiction-effect on ramp-input

In figure 4.5.8 also can be seen that much resonance in the gear
occurs. This is visible in the plot c for the intergear-torque.
This torque first settles to the value required to overcome the
coulomb-friction on joint-axis level (7 Nm). If the required
joint-axis position ~2r stays 1 (at 5.~ sec), the intergear-torque
decreases fast, even causing resonance in the backlash area. This
happens until the relative difference between motor-axis and
joint-axis position is smaller than half the complete backlash,
leaving the intergear-torque zero. At this point the joint-axis
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position is 1.0007 rad. At last the axis fall into stiction due to
the damping, at first the motor-axis and next the joint-axis.

For increased feedback-gains, to increase the damping (Kv larger),
simulations can be found for

Kp 5000
K v 5

in figure 4.5.10. In this. the higher feedback of the motor-axis
(plot d) velocity causes a gradual increase of this velocity and
the joint-axis is less severe exited. Also the resonance in the
intergear-torque is much better damped than in the previous
simulation. On the moment the desired joint-position (92r) is
reached (at 5.~ sec), the intergear-torque decreases fast because
the relative difference between the motor-axis and joint-axis
position decreases fast. After this. the intergear-torque stabili
zes again at 7 Nm (coulomb-friction at joint-axis level) until
the joint-axis falls into stiction. Since the motor-axis position
still slightly increases. this causes the intergear-torque to
increase. No stiction occurs on the motor-axis for this simula
tion-period.
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Figure 4.5.10 Ramp-response non-linear model, 1 2 = 10 kgm2

Conclusions

Stiction causes difficulties at start of a setpoint-change. This
happens for low proportional feedback-gains, and due to the used
designs, for a step-input and low payload and for a ramp-input and
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high payload. For these. a temporary high feedback-gain Kp should
be used. making the motor-torque T= = KmKp~2r large enough until
the stiction is overcome. i.e. the motor-axis velocity is not zero
anymore.

For high payloads. the design as mentioned in NOTE 2; section
4.5.1.2. will not cause start-up problems due to stiction. because
the proportional feedback-gain is relatively high for small step
inputs.

For low loads. the excitation of the complex poles due to non
linearities causes resonance in the joint-axis velocity. This can
be damped by increasing the derivative feedback-gain. but will
always be excited by noise and other disturbances.

When the end-position is reached. a number of effects may occur.
In the simulations done. no sequence. in which effects occur. has
been detected. It may be that at first stiction on one of the axis
occurs. or that the gear gets in its backlash area.

As a general conclusion it may be stated that control according to
a PD-configuration gives difficulties for low payloads. due to
resonance effects. For the simulations done. no external distur
bances were incorporated (noise, external torque). exciting this
resonance. Since no requirements were available. how much resona
nce is tolerated. no further conclusions regarding this can be
made. For higher payloads. control may be effective by increasing
the proportional feedback to overcome stiction at start-up. The
end-position is always reached inside one-hundreds of the unit
step. For this however. no effects of external torques have been
incorporated, causing the end-position to drift from the required
one.
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CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Breadboard software

In the test-equipment for the HERA-breadboard, a PC-system is used
on which the software with which this thesis copes, runs. For this
PC-system the test-specifications, important for the setup of the
PC-system, and functional requirements for the software have been
identified. This in order to create a base for the set-up of this
software. Next definitions regarding interfaces with breadboard
devices and datafiles, required for steering the DC-motor, to
measure the data, and to store input- and output-data, are
developed in co-operation with those, responsible for these parts.

The software, required for the execution of the tests, is deve
loped by interleaving the communication-commands, defined for
breadboard-devices and datafiles, in the required sequence.
Concerning this software, additional requirements have been
established in order to make the resulting testprogram user
friendly.

Implementation of the above, resulted in a menu-driven testpro
gram, making it possible for the operator to choose and define the
test to be done, control the tests execution and to verify on the
existence and location of the resulting data.

The testprogram has been in use for one month, for the testing of
sub-systems, and functionally operated excellent. The actual tests
start 15 August 1988 and also for this no problems are to be
expected. However, during the use of the testprogram two opera
tions appeared to be off unsatisfactory slow speed.

First the display and editing of the test-settings are to slow.
This is not caused by the developed program, but because of the
LOTUS 123™ software, which is used for the input and storage of
the testdata. Better performance can be obtained by not using the
LOTUS 123 software, but by developing a dedicated software-module.

Secondly, the conversion of the raw measurement-data to the
desired format takes to long. This is partly because of the huge
amount of data to be converted. The conversion-speed may be
increased by using smarter C-programming instructions. This is
something what has to be sorted out exactly.

Modelling and simulation

For the design of the Motor Drive Electronics and in order to
setup specific tests, regarding velocity versus load-torque tests,
a simulation-model for the wrist-joint was required. For the
resulting non-linear model, parameters have been gathered concer
ning the breadboard model. Analyzing the resulting 4th order
linear model, leaded to the conclusion that, for high payloads,
this model could be represented by a 2nd order model. This model
is created by taking the stiffness of the gear to be infinitive.
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For low payloads, however, high-frequency resonance-poles have a
great impact on model behavior.

Concerning digital control of a wrist-joint, requirements on
sample-frequency have been derived. This sample-frequency is shown
to be highly depending on the inertia's on motor-axis and joint
axis level.

Studying velocity-control (by means of simple feedback) of the
model, leaded to the conclusion that feedback of the joint-axis
velocity causes instability for an increasing feedback-gain.
Feedback of the motor-axis velocity, however, proved to be stable.
For this, a feedback-gain has been determined for digital feed
back, to perform the breadboard tests. Simulations, done with the
non-linear model and for low payloads (as in breadboard), showed
that high resonance occurred.

In order to study position-control of a wrist-joint, some control
requirements have been identified, since non of these where
available. For testing a simple analog PD-control, feedback
parameters have been determined. Simulations were done for the 4 th

order non-linear model. These simulations showed again that for
low payloads, high resonance was observed in the gearbox and on
the joint-axis. Here, resonance was excited by stiction-effects
for a ramp-input command. Effects of external disturbances and
(sensor-) noise were not simulated, but it is expected that these
give even more rise to resonance.

Stiction also proved to caused difficulties for position setpoint
changes. This due to small proportional feedback-gains and/or
small setpoint-changes. It was concluded that, depending on the
feedback-gain and the setpoint-magnitude, at start of a setpoint
change, the resulting torque-command (for the motor) was not high
enough to overcome stiction. For this, a temporary high propor
tional feedback-gain (until the velocity is non-zero) should
overcome this problem. Because the, by the motor, delivered torque
is proportional to the command given (because it's driven by a
Pulse-Width-Modulator), the required feedback-gain to overcome
stiction is easy to calculate. No simulations regarding this have
been performed.
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APPENDIX I :

Input-datafile definition

Prepared by A.C.M. van Mulken
Elsloo,
August 10. 1988
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PRNFILE.FOR

Format of an inputdata-file and format of data to be transported
from 1-2-3 (macro AUT0123.WK1) to the testprogram with information
concerning a test: TEST{No}.PRN

Version 9 25 April 1988 14:39 pm

The next lines are information displayed to the operator and can
be changed in sequence if desired.
line 1 Temperature

2 Absolute torque applied on output shaft
3 Scaling torque-sensor 1 (Nm / 5 V)
4 Scaling torque-sensor 2 (Nm / 5 V)
5 Scaling torque-sensor 3 (Nm / 5 V)
6 Min. temp. thermocouple motor
7 Min. temp. thermocouple planetary gear
8 Min. temp. thermocouple harmonic drive
9 Min. temp. thermocouple MDE
10 Min. temp. thermocouple angle encoder 1
11 Min. temp. thermocouple angle encoder 2
12 Min. temp. thermocouple IPA
13 Min. temp. thermocouple seal
14 Max. temp. thermocouple motor
15 Max. temp. thermocouple planetary gear
16 Max. temp. thermocouple harmonic drive
17 Max. temp. thermocouple MDE
18 Max. temp. thermocouple angle encoder 1
19 Max. temp. thermocouple angle encoder 2
20 Max. temp. thermocouple IPA
21 Max. temp. thermocouple seal
22 Max. absolute output-shaft velocity (mrad/s)
23 Max. absolute output-shaft torque (Nm)

line 24 up to and including 29 are free for use

The next
30
31

32

33
34

lines describe how the test is done
Manual start measurement? (Yes = 1; No
Delay before start of measurement

(In x sec. x float)
(only relevant if "30" = 0)

MCE-inputtype (1 = velocity-profile vs.
(2 = Algorithm

Number of data pages (=1)
Total time of measurement (floating)

0)

time)
)

line 35 up to -and including 39 are free for use
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The next lines are only relevant if MCE-inputtype
They describe the desired velocity/torque-profile

40 Number of periods (integer)
41 t(Ol) (floating)
42 t(02)
43 t(03)
44 t(04)
45 t(05)
46 t(06)
47 t(07)
48 t(08)
49 t(09)
50 tOO)
51 t(1)
52 t(2)
53 t (3)
54 t (4)
55 velocity(Ol) (floating)
56 velocity(02)
57 velocity(03)
58 velocity(04)
59 velocity(05)
60 velocity(06)
61 velocity(07)
62 velocity(08)
63 velocity(09)
64 velocity(10)
65 velocity(ll)
66 velocity(12)
67 velocity(13)
68 velocity(14)
69 Periodic ( Yes = 1, No 0)
70 Duration (floating)

line 71 up to and including 75 are free for use

1 ("32" 1)
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The next lines are only relevant if MCE-inputtype
They describe the desired profiles for the MCE

76 t(Ol) (floating)
77 t(02)
78 t(03)
79 t(04)
80 t(05)
81 t(06)
82 t(07)
83 t(08)
84 t(09)
85 t(10)
86 t(11)
87 t(12)
88 t(13)
89 t (14)
90 torque(Ol) (floating)
91 torque(02)
92 torque(03)
93 torque(04)
94 torque(05)
95 torque(06)
96 torque(07)
97 torque(08)
98 torque(09)
99 torque (10)
100 torque(ll)
101 torque(12)
102 torque (13)
103 torque (14)

104 free for use

105 t(Ol) (floating)
106 t(02)
107 t(03)
108 t(04)
109 t(05)
110 t(06)
111 t(07)
112 t(08)
113 t(09)
114 t (10)
115 t (11)
116 t (12)
117 t (13)
118 t (14)
119 ve loci ty (01) (floating)
120 velocity(02)
121 velocity(03)
122 velocity(04)
123 velocity(05)
124 velocity(06)
125 velocity(07)
126 velocity(08)

2 ("32" 2)
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127 velocity(09)
128 ve 1oc i ty (10)
129 velocity(ll)
130 velocity(12)
131 velocity(13)
132 velocity(l4)
133 Kd (floating)
134 t(Ol) (floating)
135 t(02)
136 t(03)
137 t(04)
138 t(05)
139 t(06)
140 t(07)
141 t(08)
142 t(09)
143 t (10)
144 t(ll)
145 t (12)
146 t(13)
147 t (14)
148 position(Ol) (floating)
149 position(02)
150 position(03)
151 position(04)
152 position(05)
153 position(06)
154 position(07)
155 position(08)
156 position(09)
157 pos i t i on (10)
158 position(ll)
159 pos i t i on (12)
160 position(13)
161 position(14)
162 Kp (floating)
163 Ki (floating)

line 164 up to and including 169 are free for use

170 : Testnumber
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APPENDIX II :

Operators guide TESTPROGRAM

Prepared by A.C.M. van Mulken
Elsloo.
August 10. 1988
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1 PROGRAM INSTALLATION

1.1 Required directory-structure and resident files

The testsoftware has to be collected in a directory-structure in
order to separate the used programs and datafiles. It has to
consist of the following directories:

C:\BB; the so-called
In this directory
test program have
has to take place

working-directory.
start-up batchfiles and datafiles used by the
to be resident. Start-up of the testprogram
here.

C:\BB\UTILS; the so-called utility-directory.
In this directory all programs have to be resident that are
called by the testprogram. the testprogram itself and other
utility-programs.

C:\BB\INPUTDAT; the so-called inputdata-directorv.
In this directory all files containing the inputdata for the
test-sequences have to be resident.

In figure 1.1 the structure is visualized including the data- and
programfiles.

C:\-BB TESTPROG.BAT
INIT_ADM.BAT
ADMINIST
DEFAULTS
AUT0123.WK1

ILS

I NPUTDAT

TEST. BAS
TEST.A
MBASIC.EXE
PDMA.BIN
CONVERT.EXE
CONVOO.EXE
CONV87.EXE
CONVERT.C
MAKE. ADM
CMOVE.COM
LIST. COM

TEST1.PRN
TEST2.PRN

TESTX.PRN

Figure 1.1 The directory-structure and resident files

In the working-directory start-up of programs has to take place
with the use of resident batchfiles. Next. permanent datafiles
have to reside here. necessary during execution of the testpro
gram. The resident. permanent files have to be :
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INIT ADM.BAT : batchfile to create the initial administration-file
ADMINIST. The use of this will be discussed in the next section.

TESTPROG.BAT : batchfile to set environment and start the testpro
gram. resident in the directory UTILS. The use of this will be
discussed in the next chapter.

ADMINIST administration-file
already been done. This file
according to the test-sequences
file can be created with the use

to keep track of test-sequences
is changed by the testprogram
done. An initial administration-

of the batchfile INIT_ADM.BAT.

DEFAULTS: file with default testparameters as used and edited by
the testprogram (Vee as power-supply-voltage. Kt as motor-con
stant. Krb as feedback-gain).

AUTOTEST.WK1 : 1-2-3 macro as used by the testprogram to edit the
inputdata for a specific test-sequence. This file has to be
resident here. because using the LOTUS 1-2-3 program. to edit the
inputdata. has to result in an automatic execution of the macro.
Since start-up of LOTUS 1-2-3 takes place in this directory. also
the macro has to reside here.

In the utility-directory all program-files. that are used as sub
programs by the testprogram. the testprogram and other utility
programs have to be resident. These are:

TEST. A
TEST.BAS : the testprogram in basic- and ASCII-format. The program
in basic-format is the one started by the batchfile TESTPROG.BAT.
while the other one is superfluous for testprogram execution.

MBASIC.EXE the BASIC-interpreter used for execution of the
testprogram. It is a patched GWBASIC (GW-BASIC 3.20) that allows
to run BASIC graphics commands in Monochrome Graphics Card (Ver.
3.23) .

PDMA.BIN : the software-driver as loaded by the testprogram to
drive the used PDMA-16 board.

CONVERT.EXE: conversion-program as used by the testprogram. It
converts the raw data. read in from the PIE. to presentable.
numerical data. This program is one of the conversion-programs to
be used on a PC with or without a co-processor.

CONVERT.C : source-file of the conversion-program. superfluous.

CONVOO.EXE : conversion-program as has to be copied to CONVERT.EXE
for a PC without co-processor.

CONV87.EXE : conversion-program as has to be copied to CONVERT.EXE
for a PC with co-processor.

MAKE.ADM : basic-program to create the initial version of the
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datafile ADMINIST (with data stating that no test-sequences have
been done) .

CMOVE.COM
LIST.COM : utility-programs used by the testprogram. They have to
be resident here, to make sure they are available for the testpro
gram.

The inputdata-directory has to contain the original testdata for
all test-sequences. These files are copied to the working-direc
tory whenever they are needed for a specific test-sequence and
changed there according to specific wishes regarding the test
sequence. The original files in this directory will not be
changed. An example is :

TEST1.PRN the inputdata-file with original inputdata for the
first test-sequence.

1.2 Creation of the test administration-file

Before the first start of the testprogram, an initial administra
tion file has to be created. containing information that no tests
have been done. Creation is being done by calling the batchfile
INIT_ADM.BAT in the working directory as

(0) C:\BB>INIT_ADM

For this, (0) stands for an
program next asks you for how
has to be created as :

(P) How many test are there ?

action of the operator. The started
many tests the administration-file

For this, (P) stands for an action of the called program. After
this question, the concerning number of tests have to be typed.
not larger than 9999, followed by an ENTER «-J). e.g.

(0) How many test are there ? 90 <-J

The program responds on this by stating that the initial admini
stration-file is being created

(P) Creating initial administration-file for test TEST1 .. TEST90

and the resulting, initial file ADMINIST will be resident in the
working-directory.
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2 TESTPROGRAM EXECUTION

2.1 Start-up and menu-structure

Starting the testprogram has to be done in the working-directory
by calling the batch-file TESTPROG.BAT as follows:

(0) C : \BB > TESTPROG <-.oJ

If no administration-file is available in the working-directory,
the testprogram stops execution, after stating that no administra
tion-file was found.

(P) There's no file administ!

If an administration-file is available, the testprogram con
tinuous, presenting the first menu (test-menu). All functions, the
test program can perform, can be activated by choosing the right
menu-choice. The menu-structure and functions from which one can
choose are depicted in figure 2.1. All these menu's and functions
will be discussed in the sequel of this manual. starting with the
most important one, the test-menu.
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> Test-menu :
1. Do test-sequence.
2. Change default testparameters. -'r-------------------~

3. Auxi 1iary--menu. -J
> Auxiliary-menu :

1. Choose testname. (+ return to
2. Show testadministration. -~
3. Suspend to DOS.
4. Exit program.

t--_. 5
_._

R
..<:_t_u_r_n__t_o t_e_s_t_-_m_e_n_u__._-:L ~

~< .....J

l-> Testadministration-menu
1. Listing on screen.
2. Hardcopy on printer.

L...- <_3_.__R_e_t_u_r__n__t_o__a_u_X__i _l_i_a_ry__-_m_e_n_u__._->J

L
------<-------------------------------------------------'

> Change
1. supply voltage motor
2. torque sensitivity motor
3. feedback-gain (output shaft)

L.-
4__._r;turn to test-menu. - J

Figure 2.1 Menu- and function-diagram
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2.2 The test~enu

The test-menu screen presents :
information on the current test.
the test-menu.
the defined function-keys.

Information on the current test is presented on the top of the
screen (the so-called testname-area). containing the testname and
whether the test has been done or not

(P) Testname
Test done?

TEST{No}
NO

At start-up. the testprogram itself chooses the first test not
being done.

The test-menu is presented in the middle of the screen. the so
called menu-area

(P) Test-menu:
1. Do test-sequence.
2. Change default testparameters.
3. Auxiliary menu.

Make your choice please [1 .. 3] : •

Choosing one of these items is being done by entering one of the
valid digits (without a trailing ENTER) as

(0) Make your choice please (1 .. 3] : 1

resulting in the execution of the specific function.

The defined function-keys are presented at the bottom of the
screen, the so-called keys-area:

(P) F1 - next test. F2 - previous test.

These function-keys are defined as :
F1; striking this results in the next test. available in the
administration-file. being chosen to be the current test.
F2; striking this results in the previous test. available in the
administration-file. being chosen to be the current test.

Choosing one of these function-keys. results in the update of the
information concerning the current test in the testname-area.
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2.2.1 Do test-sequence

Execution of the test-sequence is started from the test-menu by
choosing item 1. For this, the function-keys F1 and F2 are not
longer defined any more and the keys-area is cleared. Also the
menu-area is cleared, making room for possible messages. These
messages might state that required software or devices, to do the
test, are not available. E.g.

(P) The MCE is not connected !!!!

Strike any key to return to testmenu

Striking any key than results in the return to test-menu.

If all software and devices, required to do the test, are present,
it may be possible that the current test has been done earlier. If
this is so, you are asked whether to do the test again :

(P) Test TEST{No} has been done.

Do you want to do it again? [yin] : •

Stating the test not to be done again (n or N) results in a return
to the test-menu, while (y or Y) results in the continuation of
the test-sequence.

At this point it is possible that the testprogram displays the
message

(P) There's found no input data for
TEST{No} in the subdirectory INPUTDAT

Strike any key to return to testmenu .. ,

Striking any key than results in the return to test-menu.

data for the current test, was
started offering you the pos
this data. The start of this

the input
program is

and/or edit
the message :

If a file, containing
found, the LOTUS 1-2-3
sibility to examine
program is preceded by

(P) Loading 123 .....

A full description of the use of this program, and automatic
started macro, can be found in [R. Kruithof, LOTUS 1-2-3 Testpro
gram; Engineering report HSD-88-014, Hamilton Standard Stork
bv., Beek, 1988.]. Leaving the LOTUS 1-2-3 program, you are able
to interrupt the rest of the test-sequence and return to the test
menu by pressing the function-key F3. For this, the next message
is displayed in the keys-area :

(P) F3 - stop test I return to test-menu.

Next three screens, containing information on the test-settings
you have made using 1-2-3, are presented. The first screen (the
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so-called settings-screen) informs on the settings, the vacuum
chamber environment has to be set to :

outputshaft
Nm/V
Nm/V
Nm/V

(P) Make sure the settings are as follow

Temperature : ... deg. C
Absolute torque applied on
Scaling of torque-sensor 1
Scaling of torque-sensor 2
Scaling of torque-sensor 3

Strike return to continue.

... Nm

Make sure the environment settings are correct (strike F3 if you
want to stop the test-sequence). Striking the ENTER-key, after the
environment has been set, results in the presentation of the next
screen (the so-called testmode-screen), giving information on how
the test is going to be performed. This can be :

(P) Test setup

The test is being done automatically.
The MCE is activated from ... to sec. after start.
Measurement is being done from to ... sec. after start.

Strike return to continue; spacebar for previous screen.

or :

(P) Test setup :

During test you will be able to adjust the required
velocity manually. You can start the measurement of
data whenever you want.

Strike return to continue; spacebar for previous screen.

Stating that the test is either manual or automatic, informing on
the set timing regarding driVing of the motor and the data
measurement. Here you must check whether the desired testmode is
correct. If not, the test-sequence can be ended by striking
function-key F3. Striking the spacebar, the settings-screen is
presented again, while striking the ENTER-key results in the
presentation of the last screen (the so-called extremes-screen).
This screen informs on the tolerated on-line measurements, for
which displays are available. The menu-area than look likes:
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(P)

During test the following extreme values must not be exceeded

Temperatures in deg. C :
Min.

motor
planetary gear
harmonic drive
MCE
angle encoder 1
angle encoder 2
angle encoder 3
IPA
seal

Max.
Maximum absolute
output-shaft velocity

... mrad/s

Maximum absolute
output-shaft torque

. .. Nm SIJ ••• V

Are you ready to start the test? [yin] : •

At this point entering (y or Y) results in the start of the test
as defined by the screens, while entering anything else results in
the displaying of the settings-screen.

If the test is automatic, no further control is required. The
extreme values, still being displayed on the screen, have to be
compared against the on-line displays during execution of the
test. Noticing these last exceed the ones displayed on the screen,
the test-sequence may be stopped by striking the function-key F3.

If the test is manual, another function-key is defined in the
keys-area for the manual start of data-measurement :

(P)

F3 - stop test I return to test-menu F4 - start measurement.

while below the extreme values the possibility is offered to
change the output-axis velocity :

(P) ve 1.- mrad/sec. Give new velocity •
This velocity may be entered, using a maximum of 10 of the
following characters

"0" upto and including "9",
_ "+", tI_1I and ". II.

- "011, lid ", "E" and lie II ,

followed by an ENTER. No ENTER is required if 10 characters are
entered. Changes may be made, before striking ENTER, by moving the
cursor to the left with the backspace-key. If the character
sequence is not valid (e.g. 3.ee+2) the velocity is set to zero.

(0) vel.= ... mrad/sec. Give new velocity: 3. E-l <....J

This can be continued until a desired velocity is reached. Next,
measuring the data can be activated by striking the function-key
F4. This causes the measurement-data being stored. while you are
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still able to change the velocity-setpoint (only appropriate for
low sample-frequencies) .

NOTE
The testprogram does not notices the data-measurement to be
completed until you have given a new velocity-setpoint. Entering
(-J every now and than offers the testprogram the opportunity to
check whether data-measurement is ready.

END NOTE

When the data-measurement is ready, for a manual or automatic
test, you are no longer able to interrupt the execution of the
test-sequence. For this the keys-area is cleared, meaning that no
function-keys are defined any longer.

The next message the testprogram displays,
ment-data is being converted

(P) Converting the raw data belonging
to test TEST{No}.

is that the measure-

This can take some time (5 minutes, with the turbo button pushed),
so don't lose your patience! Whenever something goes wrong
converting the raw data, the next message is displayed in the
menu-area :

(P) No file(s) with converted data found
belonging to test TEST{No} !!!!!

Strike any key to return to testmenu

Striking the ENTER-key than results in a return to the test-menu.

For normal operating however, you are asked to put a formatted,
empty diskette in drive A:, in order to write the data to :

(P) Put the right diskette in drive A: and
strike any key to write the data to it.

Striking a key than results in the writing of the data to the
diskette. If this is completed the test-menu is presented again
and you may take the diskette from drive A:.

NOTE
It is always wise to check whether all data belonging to the
test is resident on the diskette. For this one can suspend to
DOS (see section 2.3.3) and check whether the files:
- TEST{No}.PRN (the test input-data),

DATA1.PRN (test output-data),
- DATA2.PRN (test output-data),
- DEFAULTS.PRN (the copied file DEFAULTS from working-directory)
are present on diskette.

END NOTE
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2.2.2 Change default testparameters

Changing the default testparameters is started from the test-menu
by choosing item 2. For this a menu is presented, offering the
possibility to change one of the test-parameters or to return to
the test-menu

(P) Change:
1. supply voltage motor (Vcc -
2. torque sensitivity motor (Kt-
3. feedback-gain (output shaft) (Kfb -
4. Return to test-menu.

Make your choice please [1 .. 4] : •

V) •
Nm/A) .
Nm/rad/sec) .

Choosing one of these items is being done by entering one of the
valid digits (without a trailing ENTER) as :

(0) Make your choice please [1 .. 4] : 3

If 4 was selected, the testprogram presents the test-menu again.
One of the other items (e.g. 3) results to the screen:

(P) Change:
1. supply voltage motor (Vcc -
2. torque sensitivity motor (Kt-

• 3. feedback-gain (output shaft) (Kfb 
4. Return to test-menu.

Give new value [CR for old value] : •

V) •
Nm/A) .
Nm/rad/sec) .

Now the value of the chosen parameter may be entered, using a
maximum of 16 of the following characters:

"0" upto and including "9",
- II+"~ "_" and ".11,

- II D". II d". II E II a nd II e".
followed by an ENTER. No ENTER is required if 16 characters are
entered. Changes may be made, before striKing ENTER, by moving the
cursor to the left with the backspace-key. If the character
sequence is not valid (e.g. -e3e) the gain is set to zero.

(0) Give new value [CR for old value] 480 <.....J

The menu as above is presented again, with
parameter updated, offering the possibility to
parameters again or to return to the test-menu.

the previous edited
change one of the
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2.3 The auxiliary-menu

The auxiliary-menu is presented in the menu-area. after choosing
item 3 of the test-menu

(P) Auxiliary-menu:
1. Choose testname.
2. Show testadministration.
3. Suspend to DOS.
4. Exit program.
5. Return to test-menu.

Make your choice please [1 .. 5) : •

Choosing one of these items is being done by entering one of the
valid digits (without a trailing ENTER) as

(0) Make your choice please [1 .. 5] : 3

If 5 was selected. the testprogram presents the test-menu again.
One of the other items results in functions being carried out as
described in the next sections.

2.3.1 Choose testname

Choosing another test by means of its testname is started from the
auxiliary-menu by choosing item 1. For this the testprogram asks
to enter the testname as

(P) Give the testname : [.

Now the testname may be entered. using a maximum of 8 of the
following characters:
- digits "a" upto and including "9".
- lowercase letters: "a" upto and including "z".
- uppercase letters: "A" upto and including "Z".
followed by an ENTER. No ENTER is required if 8 characters are
entered. Changes may be made. before striking ENTER. by moving the
cursor to the left with the backspace-key. Lowercase characters
are converted to uppercase.

When struck ENTER. or when 8 characters have been entered. the
testprogram asks you whether the entered testname is valid:

(P) Give the testname : [TEST934

Is TEST934 correct ? [yin) : •

Entering n or N results in the testprogram asking for another name
(as above). while entering y or Y results in the testprogram
checking this name to be valid. This is done by checking the
administration-file. During the search the following message is
displayed :
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[TEST934 ]

If a test with testname TEST934 is incorporated in the administra
tion-file, the testprogram continues, presenting the test-menu for
the current test having testname TEST934. If no such test is found
in the administration-file. a new testname has to be entered after
the error-message :

(P) The test TEST934 does not exist!

Give the testname : [.

2.3.2 Show testadministration

Presenting the test-administration is started from the auxiliary
menu by choosing item 2. For this a menu is presented. offering
the possibility to return to the auxiliary menu or to choose one
of the following presentations

(P) Testadministration-menu:
1. Listing on screen.
2. Hardcopy on printer.
3. Return to auxiliary-menu.

Make your choice please [1 .. 3] : •

Choosing one of these items is being done by entering one of the
valid digits (without a trailing ENTER) as :

(0) Make your choice please [1 .. 3] 1

If 3 was selected, the testprogram presents the auxiliary-menu
again. One of the other items results in :

a listing of the administration-file on the screen. presented by
the utility-program LIST. For this program. right below some
commands are presented,
a hardcopy on the printer. For this. a printer must be connected
to the parallel output-port LPT1: of the PC.

2.3.3 Suspend to DOS

Suspension to DOS is started from the auxiliary-menu by choosing
item 3. For this. the testprogram displays the message

(P) Type ~EXIT~ to return to testprogram!

once. When ready doing whatever you wanted to do under DOS, typing
"EXIT" brings you back to the testprogram. presenting the auxi
liary-menu.
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2.3.4 Exit program

Ending the testprogram is done from the auxiliary-menu by choosing
item 4. No further messages are displayed, the program just ends.
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APPENDIX III :

A brief description of
Matrixx's System-Build package

Prepared by A.C.M. van Mu1ken
E15100.
August 10. 1988
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MATRIXx is a powerful, programmable, matrix calculator with graphics. With it, you
can solve complex, large-scale matrix problems in any engineering discipline. In addition
to the standard scalar functions, MATRIXx has most of the state-of-the-art matrix analysis
functions found in EISPACK and LINPACK, and several new algorithms which are not avail
able elsewhere. MATRIXx was designed by control engineers to have a rich set of design and
analysis functions for input/output (classical) control and state-space (modern) control.

The SYSTEM.BUILD capability in MA.TRIXx provides an interactive, menu-driven graph
ical environment for building, modifying, and editing computer simulation models. Any
combination of linear, non-linear, continuous-time, discrete-time, or multi-rate models that
describe a system can be constructed from a library of basic building blocks. Simulating sys
tem performance under both nominal and strained environments is easily accomplished with
SYSTEM..BUILD.

Systems can be modeled by dividing them into individual components, with each com
ponent being described by' a specific type of functional block. Super-blocks can be used to
represent collections of individual blocks. This hierarchical structure is suitable for organizing
and documenting the modeling process.

Any super-block or set of nested super-blocks can be simulated, linearized, and analyzed.
SYSTEM..BUILD provides a number of integration algorithms suitable for simulating a variety
of systems. This capability replaces the tedious computer language programming or software
development and batch operation that is typical of simulation development and trade-off
studies.

SYSTEM-BUILD, used in conjunction with the MATRIXx interpreter, allows you to con
centrate your efforts on design, analysis, and simulation in an efficient graphical environment.
SYSTE11..BUILD can also be driven by command procedures that automatically build or
modifv svstem modp.l!'1. .

The layout of the SYSTEM....BUILD screen appears below.

Appears onl.,
....1th nbcreto
Bloclts

Sompling Intervol: 0.1250

/'
First Somple 03750

Block: T.,pe
(Cont; nuousl
Discrete) ---1--------..

Current __--1 "'

Super- Block:
Editing: SVSTEM (Discrete)

1«< TVPE OF BLOCK >>> l
1 ---Next Menu---
4 Algebroic Equotions
7 Trig Functions

»> DVNAMIC •

2 Goin Blocl< 3 Suoer-Blocl<
5 Piece-Wise uneorJ 5 Dynesmic SystemsI
a User Code alocl<s
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SYSTEM-BUTI..n is menu-driven.
The figure below illustrates the paths between menus. Note that all menus having the

same functional level are illustrated on the same level.

()B~ULO
top '---__

SYSTEr1-BUILO I+-~-----+./ REAL TIME TOOLS I

.clit 1
-undoI OESCRI BE BLOCKS

1 1T
: DISCONNECT BLOCKS : .1 CONNECT BLOCKS

"'

.1
TYPE Of BLOCK I ~: MORE BLOCK TYPES :'I I

I ALGEBRAIC EONS I IPIECE-WISE LINEAR I IDYNAMIC SYSTEMS.f-J ITRIG fUNCTIONS I

I MORE DYNAMIC I
I

J. J. J. .j,.

IPOWER-EXP-LOG I ICOORDl NATE TRANS I I SIGNAL SOURCE I ILOGICAL fUNCTIONS

I I 1 J

[ SPEC"~~TIONS rOM'I I MODifiCATIONS 1-
•

The «< SYSTEM-BUILD »> (or top level) menu is displayed when SYSTEM_BUILD is
invoked.

<> BUILD

«< SYSTEMJ3UILD »>

1 Catalog
2 Edit Super-Block
3 Copy Super-Block
4 Delete Super-Block
5 Rename Super-Block
6 Analyze Super-Block
7 Real Time Tools
S Generate Hyper Code
9 Load a V3.0 System

SELECT>
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BASIC BUILDING UNIT - A BLOCK

The basic unit in a SYSTEM-BUILD model is a block. The figure below illustrates the
architecture of a block. Each block has the following characteristics:

* Name any six letters starting with an alphabetic character,
(the default name is blank).

* Type there are about sixty basic types available in SYSTEM-BUILD,
from which new Super-Block diagrams are constructed.

* Number of inputs: the default is one (1)

* Number of outputs: the default is one (1)

* Number of states,
or memory elements: The default is zero (0) for blocks with no

dynamics and one (1) for blocks with dynamics.

* Parameters: depends on block type.

In general, a block can be multi-input/multi-output (MIMO). Single input/single-output
(SISO) is the default.

u = Input ~L... L y =Output-1 x= Stotes I

COLLECTION OF BLOCKS - A SUPER-BLOCK

A collection of blocks, Wlually connected to each other, is called a Super-Block. A Super
Block may represent a simple component or a complete system model.

Super-blocks have the following characteristics:

* Name every super-block must have a name, beginning with
an alphabetic character. Only the first six
characters are used.

* Number of exter,nal inputs: There is no default value.

* Number of external outputs: There is no default value.

* Sample period: Continuous Super-blocks have a sample period
of zero.

* First sample time: For discrete Super-Blocks only. This number
specifies the time at which the block starts sampling.
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NESTED 1

SUPER

BLOCK

I:1 0:1

Any super-block can be one of the blocks inside another super-block. This nesting capa
bility allows hierarchical model building.

Super-Blocks are used at every level of a hierarchical block diagram, except for the very
lowest level, where only basic blocks are used.

Each super-block can contain up to six blocks. The blocks are graphically displayed on
your terminal in two rows of three blocks each. The upper three blocks' outputs point to the
right; the lower three point to the left. All block connections are illustrated as vectors with
dimensions determined by the number of outputs of the originating block.

L!. La. l.2.

,......-.; -

1.£ ~ ~

'---- l---

Any super-block can contain other super-blocks. This nesting feature of super-blocks
makes it possible to represent very large systems. There are an unlimited number of nesting
levels.

Edlltng: S2

.--

I,
I

I,,,,,
I,,,,,,,,,

ElIlltng: S 1. ,... ,

I
I

I,,,,,,,,,,,,

"I,

ElIlllng: S
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When EDITing a super-block, the following attributes are defined:

*Super-block Name
*Sample Period
*Number of External Inputs
*Number of External Outputs.

The super-block name and sample period are requested when you enter the editor. The
number of external inputs and outputs are requested when you connect external inputs and
outputs to blocks within the super-block.

The blocks placed within the super-block are either basic blocks or references to other
super-blocks. A reference to another super-block is defined by:

*Block name
*Number of inputs
*Number of outputs

When ANALYZEing a super-block, SYSTEM..BUILD constructs a table of basic blocks
to be simulated. Each block in this table may have multiple inputs, so the table also includes
information on how to form each blocks's input vector from outputs of other blocks or from
the external input vector. If SYSTEM..BUILD encounters a reference to another super-block,
it interfaces th~ two systems as follows:

* Use the block name to locate the super-block in the catalog,

* Map the input vector supplied to the referenced super-block into the super-block's
external input vector,

* Map the super-block's external output vector into the output vector demanded from
the referenced super-block.

In addition to this interface information, SYSTEM..BUILD must add the basic blocks
within the referenced super-block to the simulation table. In effect, SYSTE?v1..BUILD removes
the super-block nesting boundaries and consolidates all basic blocks into one system.

After collecting all the basic blocks, SYSTEM..BUILD sorts the simulation table according
to data flow. With all this in mind, the following statements can be made about super-blocks:

* The use of super-blocks is a hierarchical modeling concept. The boundaries between
super-blocks do not need to be functional.

* Super-blocks are not implemented as procedure calls when simulating. Therefore,
they do not slow down the simulation.

* Super-blocks do not determine the order in which blocks are updated. The block
propagation sequence is determined by connections (data flow).
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CONNECTING BLOCKS

Blocks to be connected may have multiple inputs and outputs. A block's inputs may come
from any or all blocks on the diagram as well as external inputs.

Internal Path <Connect Blocks Menu>

This option connects the output of one block to the input of another. A block cannot be
connected to itself. To complete the connection you must answer the following prompts:

From block location:
To block location:

External Input <Connect Blocks Menu>

This menu item connects external inputs to the inputs of one of the blocks. Complete the
connection by answering the following prompts:

Ext input vector dim (N):
To block location:

Each super-block has an external input vector. The current dimension value, (N), of the
external input vector is displayed in the prompt. This vector is always compressed so that its
dimension represents the last element used.

External Output <Connect Blocks Menu>

This menu item connects the output of a block to the block diagram's external output
vector. Complete the connection by answering the following prompts:

Ext output vector dim (N):
From block location:

Each super-block has an external output vector. The current dimension value, (N), of the
external output vector is displayed in the prompt. This vector is always compressed so that
its dimension represents the last element used.

Use the connection editor to connect two blocks. one having three outputs and the other having

four inputs.

ONE TWO

:~~
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The "Examine Connection" option in the <<< CONNECT BLOCKS> > > menu displays
where a block's inputs come from and where its outputs go.

INPUTS 1 1 OUTPUTS
---------------------------1 1----------------------------
From Name Location I To 1 I Froml Name Location To
---------------------------1 1----------------------------
( 1) External Input I 1 I I 11 GRAV 4 (1)
( 2) External Inp~t I 2 I I 21 External Output ( 2)
( 1) SINTH 1 I 3 1 1
( 1) COSTH 2 I 4 I I

The output shows that the block at
location 3 has its four inputs and two
outputs connected. This information is
illustrated in the following block diagram.

[

Output
Connector

Location~ of
bloclc~ ~endi nl;j
outputs

[

Input
Connector

:,
!2
:3 1
i4 2

Bloclc 1
Location

ISINTH II · ICOSTHl2 ·· ·· I· .-f-7
't- 1i· ~

!

···L External
Input
Connector
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APPENDIX IV :

Wrist-joint model,
implementation and verification

Prepared by A.C.M. van Mu1ken
E1s100,
August 10, 1988
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Wrist joint model implementation

The mathematical wrist-joint model is described by the equations

Trn = Krni rn + Trne (1)

I1~1 Trn (D1~1 + TNL1 ) - r 21Fg (2)

I2~2
.

nr21 Fg - (D2~2 + TNL2 ) + Terr (3 )

o

(dS+C)[(~1_n~2) - b]
r21

for 1~1-n~21 < b

for (~1-n~2) > b

(4 )

From these equations, equation (1) describes the dynamics of the
motor and Pulse-Width-Modulator (PWM) , equation (2) describes the
dynamics of the motor-axis, equation (3) describes the dynamics of
the joint-axis and equation (4) describes the intergear-torque
with present backlash (Laplace-transformed).

In figure 1 an illustration of the implementation can be found. In
this figure, the intergear-torque on motor-axis level (Tg1 ) is
equal to r21Fg in equation (2), while the intergear-torque on
joint-axis level (Tg2 ) is equal to nr21 Fg in equation (3).

The implementation is hierarchical, containing the following.
nested superblocks :

DYNAM : the total joint-model

I MOTOR : model of the motor and PWM; equation (1)
c:GEADYN : the dynamics of the axis and gear

INAXIS : the dynamics of the motor-axis; equation (2)
L-INSTFR : stiction/friction on motor-axis level (TNL1)

EAR : the dynamics of the gear
L-IGTORG : implementation of the intergear-torque;

equation (4)

UTAXI : the dynamics of the joint-axis; equation (3)
L-QUSTFR : stiction/friction on joint-axis level (TNL2 )

In the sequel, a description, a blockdiagram and the implementa
tion will follow for all the superblocks listed above.
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MOTOR GEADYN
:
:
: TNL1 /,
:
:
:
:
: 1
: - -/ INAXIS

": D1
Tme :

:
+ : - -

i c + :, :Tm + , 1 1 ~1

Krn' u'~ .... -- .... --'I " 1 ~ I 1¥1
. ,

: I 1 s ~1 S

: -
: . . . . .. .. . . . . . . . . . ... . . . . . . . .
: Tg1

-.
: +
:

~
,(,.

ds+c ~ .i: , ,
~~:

: -
: If

:

I I
GEAR

I I: n n
:
: Tg2 ~\

. --
: .. . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . .
: + .,
: + ,:, I2~2 1 ~2 1

Terr
... .... -- ... --
"

, ,
:

, I 2s S ~2

: - -
:
:
: 1

- .I OUTAXI: ~

: D2
:
:
:
:

TNL2 .I
: "':
:

Figure 1 Illustration of total model
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DYNAM

The overall superblock DYNAM consist of the superblocks MOTOR,
GEADYN and a step-function block (constant) to implement the
external torque on the joint-axis (external torque plus apparent
torques due to motions of base and load). A blockdiagram for this
can be found in figure 2, while the implementation is depicted in
figure 3.

ic:

Trne

1
....

I
,

2
1 MOTOR Trn GEADYN ...

I
,

... ... 3r ,
2 =) =) ...,

... ... 4, r I ...

I
,

5
",

Te:r:r
const

Figure 2 Blockdiagram for the total joint model

.~~ IGEADYN~J
~SUPERF f-----" 1~SUPERf

BLOCK ~ 5 BLOCK

.I"T:Z""O:il II:2O:5l

-
EXTIRQ

'- ~....
rO:1T:Ol

Editing ; OYNAt.l (Continuous)

Figure 3 Implementation of the total joint model (DYNAM)
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MOTOR

The dynamics of the motor and PWM can
(1). A blockdiagram for this can be found
implementation is depicted in figure 5.

be described by equation
in figure 4. while the

Trne

1 + 1
,"I Km l "" "-, I 'I ., , ,

\

+
2

,"I 1 I
... I 1

Figure 4 Blockdiagram for the motor and PWM

Editing : MOTOR (Continuous)

Figure 5 Implementation of the motor and PWM (MOTOR)
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GEADYN

The model of the axis and the gear is split up in three super
blocks. as described above. The connection of these is done as in
figure 1. A blockdiagram for this can be found in figure 6. while
the implementation is depicted in figure 7.

INAXIS 1
1 + Trn-Tg1

...,... .... => 2
":>'

,. ....
~ ,.

-

Tg 1 GEAR ;

;
<=

,
~

Tg2
/,

+ OUTAXI 3
2 + Terr+Tg2 ...

~,I
~

"- => 4r , )I ,
....,

5
"-,

Figure 6 Blockdiagram for the axis- and gear-dynamics

~
1 INAXIS 12U1,=r
I"tlm

<
IGEAR IE I OUTAXI ~

- ~r ~-,.-

~ IO:2ITl10:2 1:4 t.l

Editing : GEAOYN (Continuous)

Figure 7 Implementation of the axis- and gear-dynamics (GEADYN)
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INAX1S

The model of the motor-axis is described by equation (2). Im
plementation if this (with r 21Fg = Tg1 ) leads to the superblock
for which a blockdiagram can be found in figure 9. while the
implementation is depicted in figure 10. In these. the superblock
INSTFR is the description of the stiction and coulomb friction on
motor-axis level (TNL1 ). For these it was necessary to define an
area in which the motor-axis velocity is actual zero. since in
computer-calculations this will never be the case exactly. This
leads to the deadzone-function to make the velocity zero in a
small band around zero. This deadzone is realized with a break
point function-block. According to a specific input. the output of
this block is described by interpolation the function defined by
the following points

input
-4.00E+1
-4.04E-6
-4.00E-6
+4.00E-6
+4.04E-6
+4.00E+1

output
-4.00E+1
-4.04E-6
-O.OOE-O
+O.OOE-O
+4.04E-6
+4.00E+1

output

---H-6----i nput

Ttn

Tg1

1 + 1NSTFR
~ '" 1 1 $1 1

*
ci>1 1 1"" , ... po ,

~" => , -- , - ,
- r7 1 1 s S

2...,

I D 'I
I 1 I "

Figure 9 Blockdiagram for the motor-axis dynamics
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Editing : INAXIS (Continuous)

Figure 10 Implementation of the motor-axis dynamics (INAXIS)

INSTFR

The non-linear term TNL1 , describing the stiction and coulomb
friction on the motor-axis, are implemented in this superblock.

The coulomb friction is modelled by a breakpoint function-block,
defined such that the output is :

-Tcr1

o
TCr1

for negative motor-axis velocity
for zero motor-axis velocity
for positive motor-axis velocity

The breakpoints, interpolated to describe this function are

input
-4.00E+1
-4.00E-6

O.OOE-O
+4.00E-6
+4.00E+1

output
-7.89E-2
-7.89E-2

O.OOE-O
+7.89E-2
+7.89E-2

output

----I----input

The stiction is modelled with the aid of a logical expression.
stating that, if the velocity is zero and the input-torque is
smaller than the stiction-torque Tet1c1, then the output-torque
(I 1¥1) will be zero, else the output-torque is equal to the input
torque. So, as can be seen in the blockdiagram for this superblock
(f igure 11)

.
in stiction if ~1 0 and IT1n1 1 !. Tet1c1

=> 11~1 = 0
.

not in stiction if ~1 <> 0 or IT:1 n1 1 > Tet :1C1

=> 1 1¥1 = T 1n1
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The implementation of this superblock is depicted in figure 12 .

.
1 Tm-Tg1-D1~1

I 0

+ ... 0
,

1,. ,
2 - T:l n1 ....

:=f= ~
I ,

~1 ... .. .... 1 •, ,. J' , I

TC t'1 •
~I\,Ir

ABS

Y
.... log.
~, expr.

'y = ~1 <> 0 or IT1n1 1 > T"'t:lC1 I

Figure 11 Blockdiagram for non-linear terms on the motor-axis

I
~
~ I ABSTOR 13

4- f-------=-1 + -* '--

...~, Recti(ief"

II"T:1O:1l II:1O:1l

II TRIGST 14J~U IZERO ~

u1 Jc- LOGICAl
~u~ ~__ EXPR

uJ- step

11O:1ITl:'l fO:1I:Ol fOTI:2l

Editing : INSTFR (Continuous)

Figure 12 Implementation of motor-axis non-linearities (INSTFR)
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The implementation of the intergear-torques is done in the
superblock IGTORQ. The in- and outputs for this superblock are
created here by scaling the inputs from. and the outputs to joint
axis level. A blockdiagram for this can be found in figure 13.
while the implementation is depicted in figure 14.

.
4>:1.

3

+
1 -

.... 1 n I ~ .... IGTORQ, I I ". ,
T~p_

.... 1 I
1

=> n ..
, I I

,
2

.. I n I .. '" .... 2, 1 I 'v ,
- ... '" ..,

4 +

Figure 13 Blockdiagram for the gear-dynamics

Editing : GEAR (Continuous)

Figure 14 Implementation of the gear-dynamics (GEAR)
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IGTORQ

The implementation of the intergear on motor-axis level (Tg1 =
r 21Fg ) is depicted in figure 15 and 16. In these, the backlash is
implemented by a deadzone block. The elastic part of the intergear
torque, proportional to the relative, angular displacement of the
axis, is linear to the output of this deadzone-block. The viscous
part, proportional to the relative. angular velocity of the axis.
is implemented by switching between 0 and d(~1-n~2). depending of
the gear being in backlash or not.

1 ct 1 -nct2

*'" ....1 c 1, , I I

'f
+

ABS 1
...

'-~
,

t +
2 ~1-nci>2

.... 1 I
r

,
... 1 1

I
, , I d

I0 ... 0
,

I
, ,

Figure 15 Blockdiagram for the intergear-torque

Editing : IClORQ (Continuous)

Figure 16 Implementation of the intergear-torque (IGTORQ)
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OUTAXI

The model of the joint-axis is described by equation (3). Im
plementation if this (with nr21F g = Tg2 ) leads to the superblock
for which a blockdiagram can be found in figure 17, while the
implementation is depicted in figure 18. In these, the superblock
OUSTFR is the description of the stiction and coulomb friction on
joint-axis level (TNL2 ). For these it was necessary to define an
area in which the joint-axis velocity is actual zero, since in
computer-calculations this will never be the case exactly. This
leads to the deadzone-function to make the velocity zero in a
small band around zero. This deadzone is realized with a break
point function-block. According to a specific input, the output of
this block is described by interpolation the function defined by
the following points

input
-1.00E-l
-1.01E-9
-1.00E-9
+1.00E-9
+1. 01E-9
+1.00E-l

output
-1.00E-l
-1.01E-9
-O.OOE-O
+O.OOE-O
+1.01E-9
+1.00E-l

output

------1~6----input

These values are 400 times (the gear-ratio) smaller than the
corresponding values on motor-axis level (INAX1S).

1 + OUSTFR... "-
.,

*- 41 2 1 1
,~:v

, 1 2 41 2 1
~~ -:---2_... "'" -- '+ .... "-r .' - 4"

- ~ 1 2 s S

2...

1 D I.,
1 2 1 ..

Figure 17 Blockdiagram for the joint-axis dynamics
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~
OUSlFR I ROTV£L 13

1~ -'-------< ...!L -
BLOCK S

NS:lI I t2 0:1 I n:f'O:1l
~

~J RO:;OS I I~

/If-
~

~ '"' I ~, - -IO:1T:il ro:f1Il IIoTT1l

Editing : OUTAXI (Continuous)

Figure 18 Implementation of the joint-axis dynamics (OUTAXI)

OUSTFR

The non-linear term TNL2 , describing the stiction and coulomb
friction on the joint-axis, are implemented in this superblock.

The coulomb friction is modelled by a breakpoint function-block,
defined such that the output is :

-Tc:t'2
o

Tc:t'2

for negative joint-axis velocity
for zero joint-axis velocity
for positive joint-axis velocity

The breakpnints, interpolated to describe t.his function are

input
-1.00E-l
-1.00E-9

O.OOE-O
+1.00E-9
+1.00E-l

output
-7
-7

o
+7
+7

output

-----f......---i nput

The input-values are 400 times (the gear-ratio) smaller than the
corresponding values on motor-axis level (OUSTFR).

The stiction
stating that,
smaller than
( I 2¥2) will be
torque. So, as
(figure 19)

is modelled with the aid of a logical expression.
if the velocity is zero and the input-torque is
the stiction-torque Tet1 c:2, then the output-torque
zero, else the output-torque is equal to the input
can be seen in the blockdiagram for this superblock
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in stiction if

not in stiction if If>2 <> 0 or IT1n21 > T... t1C2

The implementation of this superblock is depicted in figure 20 .

•1 Te t:t:+Tg2-D 2 lf>2

I 0

+ .... 0 I 1r .
2 - T1n2

..
=F ~

I ,
~2 ... .. 1 I, , .I , I

TC t:2
I

,if ~'\

ABS

Y... log ... expr.,

'y = ~2 <> 0 or IT1n2 1 > T... t1C2
,

Figure 19 Blockdiagram for__nQ_n-:Li.D~ar terms on th~~j9int-axis

I
'--~ IABS10R I,

4- f----'--=.1 + -*- -'-- -I~ I~

lllRtGST ~J~J~
ul ~ lOCICAl --U2=4 (XPR
u3- -
~ ~ ro:Ttfl110:1 1:3 tl 0:1 1:0

Editing : OUSTFR (Continuous)

Figure 20 Implementation of joint-axis non-linearities (OUSTFR)
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Implementation verification

The implementation of the linear part of the model, (all non
linearities are set to zero). can be tested with the aid if the
Matrixx utility to convert the System-Build implementation to a
system-matrix (LIN). With this. the model created in System-Build
can be linearized. resulting in the system-matrix

[

Feb

Heb

with numerical entries. This system-matrix describes

y

11 4>1

Feb ~1 + G"'bi c
12 4>2

. ~2

11 4>1

Heb
~1 + K"'bi c

I 2 c£2

~2

Transforming -this to the form used in (4.2.22) by

F HebFebHe5
G HebGeb
H HebHe 5 = I
K Keb

gives indeed matrixes with the same numerical entries as in
(4.2.22) (using the parameters as described in section 4.2.2).

Implementation of some non-linearities are tested for a ramp-input
fed to the system. For this. the motor-axis velocity remains zero
until the motor-torque T= (= K=*input) has overcome the stiction
on motor-axis level. Due to this. the stiction is equal to the
motor-torque. on the moment that the motor-axis starts moving. So.

Tet1c1 = Kmi c

on the moment that ~1 <> O. Some time later the intergear-force
Tg2 become's greater then zero on the moment that the motor-axis
position is greater then ~ times the total backlash (~-backlash).

For this. use is made of the fact that all integrators are set to
zero before a simulation-run. So.

~-backlash ~1
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on the moment that Tg2 <> O. For stiction on the joint-axis. the
same holds as for motor-axis stiction :

T""t1C2 = T g2

on the moment that ~2 <> 0

Presenting a ramp input (i c (s)=100/s2 ) to the model gives the
results as in figure 21. For this 1 2 is 1 kgm2. Since the inertia
on joint-axis level is relative smaller than the inertia on motor
axis level (1 2 /n2 < 11 ) oscillation appears on the joint-axis.
Numerical results can be found in table 1. from which the men
tioned parameters will be verified .

.J .-------.---..,....---...----r-----;--'jr----r--'!--,-J

····--t-----t-· i-·-··-t-l--·_·-t- I

i !~~bACkL~st.; 3: 1-1

=r=t=i=+-=i--~~!tc:- i - i
oL..........................L..~~'--'--''__'_'_-==L..L..L..LJ__'....L....L..L..p_~~....L...L....L..L..-'::-'-L...L...J'_:__'....L...L~

o .1 :t.3 .5 1.6 .7 .8 .9
: TIME [SEC] ~

AND ~91tfl:.-POSITlON (.400) VERSUS TIME
I I I
I I I

J

.03

.06

.09

.24

.27

6 .15

E
VJ .12
o
Q.

.21

Q
lr .18
'-'

i
I

\. ,
I f
\ ,
\ ,

, I

.. i... _ t \..__ __ \ _~--..·-:..·1···:········:·..1..~-- ..-+-y.
; ij ; ; i i ST,cf/o N ~; ,~ \

~Ticft·'" ~iI i !; I:

---", ·'--'11-- I' i; ,f---Hr+---'i-----+----t

oL........--'-'-.L...................u....ol=<::::J::1::L..L....L......J....,....L..L.......................~...u........L-1::..L..L..~...L..L..L.L.J:-'-'"~
o .1 .2 .3 .4 .5 .6 .7 .8 .9

TIME [SEC]

!1Q!QB.- AND ~91tfl:.-VELOCITY (.400) VERSUS TIME

14

12

U 10
w
VJ
"-0 8«
!E.
~ 6
U
9
~ 4

2

Figure 21 Simulation results for ramp i c (s)=100/s2 . 12 =1 kgm2
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Table 1 Numerical test-results (X don't care)
.

4>2Ie ~1 ~1 ~2 Tg2

2.04 0 0 0 0 0
2.05 0 0 0 0 0
2.06 X 1.2233D-3 0 0 0
2.07 X 2.7643D-3 0 0 0

5.86 3.9658D-2 X 0 0 0
5.87 3.9942D-2 X 0 0 0
5.88 4.0227D-2 X 0 0 1.7060D-1
5.89 4.0514D-2 X 0 0 3.8555D-1

6.28 X X 0 0 9.5460D+0
6.29 X X 0 0 9.8006D+0
6.30 X X X 6.6645D-5 1.0056D+1
6.31 X X X 3.8481D-4 1.0306D+1

From table 1 it can be seen that :

0.05 * 2.05 < T... t 1e1 ~ 0.05 * 2.06

so 0.1025 < T... t1e1 ~ 0.103 Nm

further 0.039942 < ~-backlash ~ 0.040227 rad

and 9.8006 < T... t1e2 ~ 10.056 Nm

Compared to the values in sect,i()n 4.2.2, this proves to be
correct.

For a step-input (ie(s) = 3/s and 12 252.8 kgm2), equation (3)
becomes in deadzone (Tg2 = 0) and for the joint-axis velocity is
not zero (4)2 <> 0) :

So

Presenting the step-input to the model, gives the results as in
figure 22. It can be seen that (numerical results are used) :

Ter2 = 7.0066 Nm
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Figure 22 Simulation results for step i c (s)=3/s. 1 2 =252.8 kgm2

The same holds for the coulomb-friction at the motor-axis (from
equation (2»

.
T I d~1

m - 1o:t
0.0788 Nm
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